CAL POLY
Meeting of the Academic Senate Executive Committee
Tuesday, February 26, 2019
01-409, 3:10 to 5:00pm
I.

Minutes: Approval ofJanuary 8, 2019 minutes (pp. 2-3).

II.

Communication (s) and Announcement (s):

III.

Reports:
A. Academic Senate Chair:
B. President's Office:
C. Provost:
D. Statewide Senate:
E. CFA:
F. ASI:

IV.

Business Item(s}:
A. Appointments to GWR Advisory Board (pp. 4-10)
B. Appointment to Curriculum Committee (pp. 11-12)
C. Retiring of Resolution on Definition of"Close Relative" AS-261-87/PPC: Dustin Stegner, Academic
SenateChair(pp. 13-19)
D. [Time Certain 3:30] Review and Consider "University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 8:
Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services Subchapter 8.4: Student Evaluation oflnstruction
to Appear as Consent Agenda Item: Brett Bodemer, Faculty Affairs Committee (pp. 20-24)
E. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 5: Evaluation Processes: Brett Bodemer,
Faculty Affairs Committee (pp. 25-33).
F. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 6: Evaluation Cycle Patterns: Brett
Bodemer, Faculty Affairs Committee (pp. 34-40).
G. Resolution on Supporting Library Collections Necessary for Faculty and Student Success: Brett
Bodemer, first reading (pp. 41-45)
H. Resolution to Reinforce Sustainability in the Cal Poly Strategic Plan: Jonathan Reich, Academic Senate
Sustainability Committee (pp. 46-78)

V.

Discussion Item(s):
A. Campus Advisory Council Membership: Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair
B. Extended Education Programs: Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair

VI.

Adjournment:
805-756-1258

~~academicsenate.calpoly.edu
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CAL POLY
Academic Senate

Meeting of the Academic Senate Executive Committee
Tuesday, January 8, 2019
01-409, 3:10 to 5:00pm
I.

Minutes: M/S/P to approve the November 6. 2018 Academic Senate Executive Committeeminutes.

II.

Communication (s) and Announcement (s): Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair, introduced Sarah Best, new

Administrative Support Coordinator for the Academic Senate.
III.

Reports:

A. Academic Senate Chair: None.
B. President's Office: None.
C. Provost: Kathleen Enz Finken, Provost, provided an update on the CLA Dean Search Committee, as well as the
Vice President for Research Search Committee. She also stated that Tom Fowler, Architecture Department, was
selected as a 2019 Wang Family Excellence Award recipient. The Wang Family Excellence Award is a
·prestigious CSU-wide faculty award.
D. Statewide Senate: None.
E. CFA: Lewis Call, CFA SLO Chapter President, reported that CFA has been meeting with Cal Poly
administration to discuss faculty pay for summer teaching.
F. ASI: Mark Borges, ASI Board of Directors Chair, reported that members of the ASI Board of Directors would
be looking into issues such as diversity and inclusion, textbook affordability, and parking and transportation
during winter quarter. He reported that candidate filing for the ASI Board of Directors and ASI President would
open on February 4th and close on February 23rd and asked members of the Academic Senate Executive
Committee to encourage students to apply online at asi.calpoly.edu.
IV.

Business Items:
A. Appointment to Academic Senate Grants Review Committee. M/S/P to appoint Sarah Lester, Academic

Services, to the Grants Review Committee.
B. Appointment to Sustainability Advisory Committee. M/S/P to appoint Nonn Borin. Marketing Area, to the
Sustainabilitv Advisory Committee.
B. l. Appointment to Academic Senate Budget and Long-Range Planning Committee. M/S/P to appoint
Elizabeth Lowham, Political Science Department, to the Budget and Long-Range Planning Committee.
C. Review and Approval of Editorial Reviews to Current University Faculty Personnel Action Document for
placement in the Appendix of the New University Faculty Personnel Policies Document to Appear as
Consent Agenda Item. Ken Brown, Faculty Affairs Committee Chair, presented a document that would be

placed in the appendix of the new University Faculty Personnel Policies document. M/S/P for the Editorial
Reviews to Current University Facuity Personnel Action document for placement in the appendix of the new
University Faculty Personnel Policies document to appear as Consent Agenda item.
D. Resolution on Creation of New Department for Interdisciplinary Studies in the Liberal Arts. Elizabeth
Lowham, Political Science Department Chair, and Kathryn Rummell, Interim CLA Dean, presented a resolution
that would create a new CLA department, Interdisciplinary Studies in the Liberal Arts Department.M/S/P to
agendize the Resolution on Creation of New Department for Interdisciplinary Studies in the Liberal Arts.
E. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter I: Preface. Ken Brown, Faculty Affairs
Committee Chair, introduced a resolution that would set guidelines for Chapter 1: Preface of the University
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-3Faculty Personnel Policies docwnent. M/S/P to agendize the Resolution on Universi ty Faculty Personnel
Policies Chapter I: Preface.
F. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 2: Faculty Appointments. Ken Brown,
Faculty Affairs Committee Chair, introduced a resolution that would set guidelines for Chapter 2: Faculty
Appointments of the University Faculty Personnel Policies docwnent. M/S/P to agendize the Resolution on
Universi ty Facul ty Personnel Policies Cha pter 2: Facul ty Appointments.
G. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 3: Personnel Files. Ken Brown, Faculty
Affairs Committee Chair, introduced a resolution that would set guidelines for Chapter 3: Personnel Files of the
University Faculty Personnel Policies document. M/S/P to agendize the Resolution on Universi tv Faculty
Personnel Policies Cha pter 3: Personnel Files.
H. Resolution on University Faculty Personnel Policies Chapter 4: Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation.
Ken Brown, Faculty Affairs Committee Chair, introduced a resolution that would set guidelines for Chapter 4:
Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation of the University Faculty Personnel Policies document. M/S/P to
agendize the Resolution on Universi ty Facul ty Personnel Policies Cha pter 4: Responsibilities in Facul ty
Evaluation.
I. Resolution on Endorsing Main Components of Cal Poly's Strategic Plan. Sean Hurley, Budget and Long
Range Planning Committee Chair, presented a resolution that,would endorse the seven S~rategic Priorities and
accompanying goals of Cal Poly's Strategic Plan, as well as the plan's Strategic Implementation Plan. The
resolution also asks that key performance indicators and metrics be established for each set of goals under the
strategic priorities, and asks that administration have a final draft of the strategic plan by May 2019. M/S/P to
agendize the Resolution on Endorsin g Main Components of Cal Pol y's Strate gic Plan.
V.

Discussion Items:
A. Supporting Scholarly Electronic Resources Essential for Student and Faculty Success. Ken Brown, Faculty
Affairs Committee Chair, and Brett Bodemer, Library- PCS representative on Faculty Affairs Committee,
discussed a lack of increased funds for scholarly electronic resources by the CSU. Various entities on the
committee agreed to work on the issue in the following months.

VI.

Adjournment: 5:00 PM

Submitted by,

itl_oJJt
J8~
Mark Borges
Academic Senate Student Assistant
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02/20/19 sb

Statements of Interest Received to serve on
the Graduation Writing Requirement Advisory Board
(select one representative

from each college)

COLLEGEOF AGRICULTURE,FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTALSCIENCES
Jerusha Greenwood, Experience Industry Management (12.5 years at Cal Poly) Tenured
As the undergraduate program coordinator as well as the curriculum committee chair for the
Recreation, Parks, and Tourism administration degree program, I'm well familiar with the paths
students follow to graduation. We currently incorporate a course that helps students complete
their GWR requirement-:-- ENGL310 - while they also complete a helpful support course.
Passageof the GWR is a prerequisite for their senior project course, which also demands a high
level of writing proficiency from students. For 95% of our students, the GWR is not a significant
barrier to graduation, because they've already had opportunities to complete it. However, some
of our students do take the Saturday WPE because they completed ENGL310 prior to their
junior year, have been unable to take ENGL310 in time to complete the GWR prerequisite for
their senior project, and this causes significant stress for them.
I've also served as a grader for the WPE exam, and have been humbled by the submissions I've
read. The bluster and frustration I came into that process were wiped clean when I came to
understand how important the completion of the WPE is for students, and how stressful. When
they have fewer and fewer opportunities (or incentives) to write with the frequency required to
become proficient at it, and then to have to form an argument and write coherently about that
stance ...and then be graded on that effort by people who dedicate their lives to the frequent
practice of written communication ...yikes!
I've always had an interest in helping students succeed in areas where they tend to either
downplay their own talents, have been told they have no talent or ability, or have convinced
themselves they are bad at something.
"I'm a terrible writer."
"I'm such a bad writer."
"Uuugh. We have to write? I'm HATEwriting."
Written communication is such an essential competency- especially when forms of
communication are increasingly more about device-to-device rather than human-to-human that these attitudes are unsustainable. As the internship coordinator for our department, I hear
frequently from employers who ask that students are coming to them with strong
communication skills - both written and oral. I also hear that these are skills students frequently
lack.
Forced to reconcile their fears and misconceptions about writing, first by the University's
general education requirements and then by the high-stakes GWR, students are often dropped
into the deep end of the pool with .little more than an instructional video on the philosophical
underpinnings of the breast stroke to guide them. I say this tongue in cheek, of course, and I
don't think students would make the effort to take writing courses voluntarily. But I do believe
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we could provide more opportunities for students to complete their writing requirements in
ways that complement their knowledge and experience and play to their strengths.
In that respect, I'm interested in serving on the GWR advisory board to explore the many ways
that might make it easier for students to complete their writing requirements in a way that
enhances their knowledge, increases their professional competencies, and doesn't create
barriers for their progress toward graduation.

BwalyaMalama,Natural ResourcesManagement and Environmental Sciences(5 years at Cal Poly)
Tenured
I would like to serve on the committee because of my commitment to improvement of student
technical writing skills and establishing standards and metrics by which the university can
measure such skills.
COLLEGEOF ARCHITECTURE
AND ENVIROMENTALDESIGN
Stacy Kolegraff, Construction Management (8.5 years at Cal Poly) Tenure Track
Having been a student, and currently an advisor to students who must take the GWR, the GWR
writing prompt and criteria may need a refresh depending on the type of writing considered
relevant and graduate level. Some department, like mine, emphasize corporate-level writing,
which seems to be inconsistent with the GWR. If there were additional criteria that could be
applied to the GWR, it might be considered more relevant.
I enjoy writing, and strongly believe that all students need to write and communicate well upon
graduation. I frequently review and edit student papers and provide feedback to improve their
writing. I would like to serve on a committee that is committed to student writing and
communication and its evaluation.
Doug Jackson, Architecture (11 years at Cal Poly) Tenured
I am very interested in serving on the GWR Advisory Board. During my 11 years at Cal Poly I have
consistently taught in the 5th year of the Architecture curriculum, which is focused on the
development of a written and design thesis. I have also served as the Area Coordinator for this
curricular area since 2013. In both my teaching in and coordination of the 5th year thesis I have
made efforts to improve student writing, to catalyze the use of writing in the thesis design
studio as a tool of design exploration and inquiry, and to raise the level of discourse among the
students in our Department. I believe that my expertise in writing and in improving the
application of writing within the architecture curriculum, as further described below, will enable
me to make a valuable contribution to the GWR Advisory Board.
As part of my teaching in the 5th year architectural thesis curricular area, I teach the Arch 492
Senior Design Thesis seminar class, which is focused on contemporary architectural discourse,
and within which students write a compelling and articulate architectural thesis which is
grounded in a thorough literature review, and which makes claims that must be defended by
written arguments situated within the context of contemporary and historical architectural
discourse. In addition, I also teach the Arch 420 Seminar in Architectural History, Theory, and
Criticism-which is a class intended not only to introduce students to specific aspects of
architectural history and theory, but also to prepare them to apply this theoretical and historical
knowledge to the development of convincing rhetorical positions in preparation for their 5th
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year architectural thesis. One of the primary requirements of this course, therefore, is that the
students must write a 3000-word (minimum) polemical essay that argues for new architectural
applications of or responses to contemporary social, cultural, or technological phenomena.
Since one of the objectives of this class is to prepare students to use writing as a form of
persuasive argument, a portion of class time is devoted to working sessions devoted to faculty
and peer-review of their in-progress essays. Finally, I have also incorporated writing into my

Arch 481 Senior Architectural Design Project thesis studio as a means of generating design
thinking.

As a related matter, in 2013 I developed the 5th Year Architecture Student Committee, which is
charged with raising the level of discourse in our Department. I have served as the Faculty
Advisor to this committee from 2013 until the present, and during this time I have assisted these
students in planning, organizing, and hosting various events, including lectures and exhibitions
designed to introduce our students to contemporary ideas as debates important to architecture.
In addition to these efforts to improve writing and discourse within the Architecture
department, I also served on the Editorial Board of the Journal of Architectural Education (JAE)
from 2014 - 2017, and was the Issue Editor for the JAE issue "Environments" (October 2017).
I am also the editor and a contributing author to SOUPERgreen! -Souped-Up Green
Architecture (Actar, 2017), which is a book of architectural design and architectural theory that
articulates a critique of the prevailing architectural conception of architectural performance
with respect to the environmental crisis.
Thank you very much for your consideration, and I hope to be able to serve with other
colleagues on this important Advisory Board.

ORFALEA COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Gregg Fiegel, Civil and Environmental Engineering Director, University Honors Program (22+
years at Cal Poly) Tenured
My experiences as a Cal Poly student (B.S.C.E. 1990) and instructor have been wonderful. Cal
Poly provides innovative, effective, and engaging educational programs. These programs have
helped me become a successful engineer and instructor. I am extremely grateful for the
opportunities this institution has provided, and I feel obligated to give back. I am interested in
serving Cal Poly, the Academic Senate, the General Education Governance Board, and the GWR
Advisory Board by helping to ensure the continued development and availability of high quality
writing courses and instruction for our students.
I have served as a faculty member in the Civil and Environmental Engineering (CE/ENVE)
Department since 1995. In addition, I am currently the Director of the University Honors
Program (UHP). I have served Honors students in this role since 2013. I have extensive
experience in course, curriculum, and program development. In addition, I am a past member of
the CE/ENVE curriculum committee and the Cal Poly General Education Governance Board
(engineering representative). I am currently a member of the Academic Senate Curriculum
Committee (engineering representative). My second term on this committee ends later this
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year, and I do not plan to reapply for the engineering representative position. I believe my
experience and work ethic will benefit the CE/ENVEDepartment, the College of Engineering, the
GWR Advisory Board, and Cal Poly. Upon request, I can provide examples of past curriculum and
course development experience in Civil Engineering and the Honors Program.
My interest in and experience with writing instruction dates back to 2001 when I participated in
Cal Poly's Writing in Generally Every Discipline (WINGED) program. Knowledge gained and
lessons learned from the program's workshops and Learn By Doing activities allowed me to
more confidently incorporate writing instruction into my engineering lecture and laboratory
courses. I have emphasized writing skill development ever since. Writing in my discipline
(geotechnical engineering) is important. Unlike other civil engineers, geotechnical engineers
.almost always write reports or memos to summarize project findings and design
recommendations. Therefore, geotechnical engineers need to master both technical and
professional skills to be successful. I strive to convey this point to my students every day, both in
words and in actions.
More recently, I have spent considerable time developing writing assignments and assessing
student work in HNRS161/162/163 - Creating Sustainable Communities. This yearlong
experience for first year Honors students qualifies as a General Education course under
Comparative Social Institutions (GE Area D3). I developed this course in collaboration with Tom
Trice (History) and Ryan Alaniz (Sociology). Students submit up to six (6) samples of their writing
each term as they reflect on subjects related to sustainability, equity, global perspectives,
justice, research, information skills, and service learning. In addition, students in these courses
reflect on their own learning by self-assessing their work and writing skills.
As another example of relevant experience, I served as a Reader for the university's Writing
Proficiency Examination (WPE) from 2003 to 2006. In addition, I Co-Chaired the General
Education Task Force (2016-18), and I currently serve on the GE Pathways Working Group (2019Date). The Academic Senate and General Education Governance Board formed the Pathways
group to support ongoing redesign efforts related to Cal Poly General Education. I am excited to
support writing and writing education in the GE Program and across campus, especially during
this unique time at Cal Poly when faculty are considering significant changes in our approach to
providing breadth education and writing instruction.
I have a strong record of service at Cal Poly, having taken on leadership roles at the program,
college, and university levels. I would like to represent the College of Engineering on the GWR
Advisory Board, and I believe I would be a valuable team member. Thank you for considering me
for this opportunity. Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or require additional
information.
Rebekah Oulton. Civil and Environmental Engineering (5 years at Cal Poly) Tenure track
I am interested in serving on the GWR Advisory Board because effective communication is one
of the most vitally important skills we can help our students develop. No matter their discipline
or goals, our students will be better off if they can communicate their ideas successfully. While
some people can effectively demonstrate this skill via the two-hour GWR exam, most of us
communicate more effectively when we can consider, review, and revise our writing before
presenting it to our intended audience.
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In my own field of engineering, the single most common piece of advice offered to students by
both graduates and professionals is: "develop your writing skills." Students rarely understand
how much effective writing skills will benefit them as professionals. Prior to coming to Cal Poly,
I spent approximately 15 years working as a professional engineer, and I spent much more time
writing than do_ingmath or preparing design drawings. Very little of that writing went from
topic to delivery within two hours (although that did happen occasionally!). In the "real world,"
we more often have to collaborate with colleagues and conduct peer review, communicate and
design in parallel, and revise our final written product to ensure that it is appropriate for the
technical skills of our audience. These skills are better developed and demonstrated through an
upper-division and/or discipline-specific class than a two-hour exam.
Based on my professional experience, I require my 400-level engineering students to write
extensively as part of their learning process. Almost every homework assignment includes a
requirement that students write a memo or letter to explain their methods, offer a
recommendation, or interpret their results (on top of doing the calculations or design exercises,
of course). I define the audience so students know if they are communicating with another
engineer (technical audience) or a client (non-technical audience), and I guide them in
consideration of how to change their discussion based on their audience. I offer students the
opportunity to review and revise their work based on my feedback and peer review. These
assignments build on their writing experience from their introductory English classes,GE classes
and others. I help them focus on writing skills specifically appropriate to their discipline and
become prepared for communication challenges unique to their future profession.
I understand that the GWR Advisory Board will be reviewing upper division GE classesand
discipline-specific classes for their suitability as GWR classes. I believe my own writing
experience as an engineering professional and in helping my engineering students develop their
writing skills will allow me to effectively review classes across the curriculum and provide insight
representing the College of Engineering. I have previously served on the Academic Senate
Sustainability Committee (S 18), and both the CTLTLearning Community (AY 16-17) and
Community of Practice (AV 17-18, 18-19) bodies focusing on Sustainability Across the
Curriculum. I look forward to expanding my service to the University through involvement in
the GWR Advisory Board.

COLLEGEOF LIBERALARTS
Brian Bates, English (4 years at Cal Poly) Lecturer
I would be delighted to serve on this committee because it intertwines my passion for teaching
first-year students with my interests in developing upper-division writing courses acrossthe
curriculum and collaborating with faculty who value writing as a cornerstone of rigorous
academic inquiry. As a full-time lecturer at Cal Poly, I teach first-year composition courses and
work closely with other writing instructors to design curriculum and assessstudent growth and
learning outcomes. Before coming to Cal Poly, I taught as a full-time lecturer first at the
University of Denver and then at CU Boulder. I also have served on several committees devoted
to evaluating curriculum and learning outcomes for general education writing classes.Through
these experiences, I have become passionately interested in helping students across the
disciplines develop their investment in writing as an essential process for learning and thinking
through knowledge acquisition. I look forward to collaborating with Cal Poly faculty to
strengthen lines of communication across the disciplines, foster a shared investment in writing
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as a highly generative and useful process, and help shape a university culture that deeply values
excellence in writing.
I was hired at the University of Denver to develop and teach interdisciplinary writing courses for
first-year and upper-division students. These new classes about satire, sports, revolutions, and
gothic aesthetics were connected with the university's mission to improve student writing at
every grade level across the curriculum. One of the great joys of my job was collaborating with
faculty members in different disciplines to develop interdisciplinary courses with rigorous
writing standards. I also served on four faculty committees devoted to evaluating and
restructuring the teaching strategies, writing assignments, and learning outcomes commonly
used in first-year and upper-division writing intensive classes. These assessmentsof writing
across the curriculum have influenced how I teach general education students composition, and
they have sparked my interest in working more closely with colleagues in different disciplines to
integrate the teaching of writing into other courses. Working with a wide variety of faculty at
the university level has enabled me to grasp how essential clear communication, conflict
management, conscientious assessment, and a distinct willingness to compromise are to the
success of educational programs.
I look forward to having exploratory and formative conversations that involve disciplines such as
architecture, engineering, math, and finance where written analysis often takes on markedly
different forms than writing does in many arts, humanities and social sciences classes.Thank you
for your time and consideration, and I look forward to hearing back about this service opportunity.
Tyler Gardner, English (1 year at Cal Poly) lecturer
As a writing instructor at Notre Dame, Indiana University-South Bend, Holy Cross College, and
now Cal Poly, I have engaged with various student populations and experienced the different
degrees of preparation and motivation that students bring to their written work. In the process,
I have become convinced that every student stands to benefit from the enhanced
communicative power that attention to writing can help cultivate . At Cal Poly, I have taught Al
& A2 level courses as well as a C4 that satisfies the GWR course, and I am also serving as a
consultant for the GWR Exam. I am interested in serving on this board because I am passionate
about writing instruction and would like to contribute to discussions that will shape how writing
is taught across the university.
In addition to my classroom experience, I was previously the assistant director of the writing
center at Holy Cross College, where I also served on a committee responsible for restructuring
the English Department. I was also a tutor and member of the Executive Committee in the
Writing Center at Notre Dame, which included holding one-on-one student consultations with
students from across the university and helping administer a variety of interdisciplinary writing
initiatives, ranging from week-long writing camps to semester-long programs. I am currently
collaborating on a research project in the writing center at Notre Dame that examines student
expectations and assumptions for writing support.

Grace Yeh, Ethnic Studies (11 years at Cal Poly) Tenured
My experience and training in teaching composition began with experience as a Graduate
Student Instructor for UCLA's English Department, GE Cluster Program, and their Academic
Advancement Program's Transfer Student Summer Program. At Cal Poly, I teach in the Ethnic
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Studies department. Thus, while my Ph.D. is in English, my research and teaching have been
interdisciplinary. As a graduate student, I was fortunate to have taught composition and writing
in the discipline courses but not without the support of mentoring and teaching seminars for
graduate instructors. While I have not taught courses at Cal Poly in composition, I regularly
teach a GE D5 course that is writing-intensive and have worked with students to write and revise
thesis-driven close reading analysis essays. I also teach the ESsenior project course, which is
largely focused on writing. From my 11 years of working with Cal Poly students, I have found
that most students are not confident in their ability to write thesis-driven essays. In our own
department, we have developed a curricular map for our students, and writing instruction is one
area where there is a large gap between first-year composition and senior project that current
GWR options do not adequately fill. Even for the GE students our courses serve, all too often, D5
students-who are juniors and seniors-claim that my essays have been the first they have
written at Cal Poly. I have tried to use my upper-division courses as an opportunity to
reintroduce upper-class students to writing strategies, but realize that Cal Poly needs to provide
students with more scaffolded and structured opportunities to develop their writing skills.
I am thus excited that Cal Poly is revisiting the GWR and expanding opportunities to fulfill this
requirement. As someone who regularly teaches GE D3 and D5 courses and our senior project
seminar, I feel that I can bring my experiences in understanding how specifically the junior
level/upper-division humanities courses can be reworked to become a part of a larger writing
development plan for our students. I would appreciate the opportunity to work with others with
expertise in writing instruction and with colleagues from other colleges on the GWR Advisory
Board.

COLLEGEOF SCIENCEAND MATHEMATICS

Kaila Bussert, Academic Services (4.5 years at Cal Poly) Tenure track
I want to serve on the Graduation Writing Requirement Advisory Board as the Professional
Consultative Services member because I believe strongly in the university supporting and
strengthening writing across the curriculum and writing in the disciplines. I bring experience
serving on the 2014-15 and 2015-17 GWR Task Forces and as a current member of the GE
Governance Board.
Writing, research, and information use is intertwined and one of my goals would be to help
make these connections explicit. I teach research skills related to writing and communication in
General Education courses as the Foundational Experiences Librarian at Kennedy Library. I am
responsible for the library's instruction program in GE Area A courses, reaching over 3,500
students each academic year, as well as developing and integrating support for information
literacy competencies across General Education . For example, in January 2019, I worked with
my colleague Jesse Vestermark to propose information literacy learning outcomes included in
the GE Work Group Area A Report and Recommendations (as part of the current revision of GE).
I would be interested to offer my information literacy perspective, learn more deeply about
writing at Cal Poly, and help efforts to improve our students' writing experiences and abilities.
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Statement of Interest

Name: Louise Tor gerson

College:

Department: Mustan g Success Center ,
Universi ty Advisin g
Status - please check one:
[ ] Tenure track
[] Tenured
Number of Years at Cal Poly:
5 (as of June 2019)

[] Lecturer
[] FERP

Which committee do you wish to serve on? _ ___,a;.
C..;;.;u"'""rr,a...i
.c..__
u__
lu__
m
___
C
__
o=m~m
....
,.....
·tt=.....
ee____
_
Senate committees ONLY
Would you be willing to chair the committee if released time was available? [

] Yes [ X] No

Incumbent? [ ] Yes [ X] No
If you are presently ending your term on a committee, you must indicate your interest in continuing on that
committee for an additional term by returning this form.
Statement o( Interest
Please provide a brief statement of interest including accomplishments, expectations, projects, goals, etc., as
they relate to the committee 's charge.
Guidelines for writing a Statement of Interest available at:
http:// content-calpoly-edu. s3. amazonaws.com/academicsenate/ 1/ documents/GuidelinesSOI. pdf
I am interested in serving on the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee (ASCC) for a variety of reasons. As an
academic advisor with the Mustang Success Center, specifically working with the NCAA student-athlete population, I
meet with students from nearly all degree programs and across all six colleges. This unique viewpoint has given me
insight into the details involved in curriculum and graduation requirements. Given that my strengths include being
diligent, thorough and detail-oriented, I am interested in serving on the ASCC to offer consultation and add to
discussions that the ASCC has surrounding graduation requirements, general education, learning objectives, cultural
pluralism and curriculum matters. As an advisor for student-athletes, I monitor and track the intricacies of Cal Poly
degree requirements for this population of students that span across all majors at the University. I will contribute to the
ASCC given this lens that I understand Cal Poly graduation requirements and general education with. My goal of joining
the ASCC is to offer my perspective as an advisor who works with students from all disciplines, provide insight on
students in their pursuit of graduation requirements and further contribute to collaboration across campus.
My nearly 13 year career within higher education has been focused on academic advising and student support services.
My master's degree in Higher Education Administration has also prepared me to serve on a committee such as the
ASCC. Now in my fifth year at Cal Poly, I have been fortunate to work with a number of college advising staffs, faculty
members, and the evaluations unit within the Registrar's Office. These relationships and partnerships have further
provided me an appreciation and knowledge of the complexities of Cal Poly graduation requirements and curriculum. I
have been a member of the following committees and workgroups at Cal Poly
Coordinated Community Response Team
Student Affairs Diversity and Inclusivity Workgroup
2/22/2019

-12Academic Support Network Initiative Workgroup
Graduation Initiative 2025 Advising Workgroup

I look forward to the opportunity to continue to expand and develop campus relationships with faculty and staff through
ASCC and work together to make recommendations to the Academic Senate. It is with great excitement and gratitude
that I write this statement of interest to join the ASCC. I look forward to collaborating with faculty and staff and having
a positive impact on the work the ASCC puts forward to the Academic Senate.

PLEASE NOTE: If applying for more than one committee, candidates are required to submit a separate
Statement of Interest form for each committee.
Please return statement of interest form to ggreg01y@calpoly.edu or the Academic Senate Office, 38-143 .

2/22/2019
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Adopted: November 28,2017

ACADEMICSENATE
of
CALIFORNIAPOLYTECHNICSTATEUNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo,CA
AS-~42-17

RESOLUTIONONRETIRINGOBSOLETEACADEMICSENATERESOLUTIONS
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO

11
12
13
14

WHEREAS,

A resolution approved by Cal Poly's Academic Senate reflects the concernsand
campus organization of the time in which it is adopted; and

WHEREAS,

With the passage of sufficient-time an adopted resolution may no longer hold
relevance; and
·

WHEREAS,

Such obsolete resolutions should be identified and formally removed fromthe set of
active resolutions; at:id

WHEREAS,

No process ~urrentiy exists for determining the obsolescence of AcademicSenate
resolutions or for their formal retirement;therefore be it

RESOLVED:

That the Bylaws of the Academic Senate be amended as shown on the attachedcopy to
guide the fonnal retirement ofresoluti(lns by the Academic Senate.

Proposed by:
Date:
Revised:

Academic SenateExecutive Committee
August 25, 2016
N~wember17,~017

-
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V.

(

....-

....

MEETINGS
E.

RETIRING RESOLUTIQNS

Whenan Academi~ Senateresolutionis suspectedof being out of dateor no longer
pertinent,at the Chair's discretionthe resolution maybe submittedfor reviewas to
its current relevance by the AcademicSenate committeeth~toriginallysponsoredit
or by an ad hoc committee. The Chair shall
inform the full
Senate·-via. ..Chair~s
Report
.
..
- . .
of the intentionto .place a resolutionunder s11ch
review.Thecommittee's
opinion
tegarding the resolution shallbe forwardedto theAcademicSenate Executive
Cotnmittee.If the ExecutiveCommittee finds that the resolu,tionin questionshould
be retired, a proposal to th.iseffect shall be placed on theAcademicSenate's consent
agenda.If no senatorpiilb the resolutionfromthe co~sentagenda, the resolution
shaJJbe considered retired. If pulled from the consent agenda,the proposalwill
appear .as a business item for deb.ate at the next meetjng of the AcademicSenate.
The President shall be informed of any such action and the AcademicSenateshall
update its records.
,

.

,

.

.

.

..

•-•--

.

.

.

.,

..~·.
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MEMORANDU M
Cal Poly

To:

From:

Subject:

I Office

of the President

Dustin Stegner
Chair,Academic Senate

Q -M_~,:J,,/;~;r:-, Jefffit~F(~trong¥
,,., .Cilr
,,,~President
/"'

Da•:

January9, 2018

Copies:

K. Enz Finken
M. Pedersen

Responseto AcademicSenateResolutionAS-842-17
Resolutionon RetiringObsoleteAcademicSenateResolutions

This memo acknowledges my support of the above-entitledresolution. The process outlinedin the
revised text (reflected in the supportingdocumentationto the AS-824-17)to the Bylawsof the
AcademicSenate, Section V, Item E, "RetiringResolutions,'' isjudicious.
Please extend my thanks to the Academic Senate members for their attentionto this matter.

Phone: 805-756-6000 I president&office@calpoly.edu

~

..

. ,/
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;I

Warren J: Baker

March 4. 1988

President

Charles. Crabb

Malcolm W. Wilson
VicePresident for·Academic Affairs
Academic Senate Resolution oa Definition
"Close Relative"(~I 261-.87,tP.P€) · ··

oi

I have reviewed the subject Acade mic Senate r~solution, and this subject has also
been the subject of discussion at Academic Deans' Council m-eetings. The Deans'
Council (Novernber 23, 1987 meeting) recommended that the term •close relative• for
"Unive·rsity Inter-eat• admissions be defined as .....spouses. children. step-children, and
individuals who qualify as dependents for income tax purposes." In addition, the
Council recommended that the campus policy should identify the typ~ of employee
that would qualify for this benefit. It was recommended that the following definition
be applied: "...all full-time permanent employees and part-time permanent employees}'

Based upon .my review of both the Academic Senate resolution. which is .. less
restrictive iil its definition of close relative, and the Deans' Council recommendation,
I recommend that the .campus policy be developed in accordance with the Academic
Deans• Council recommendation.
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CJ\L~POLY-

M e•o ran dum
To

s ...~ 1;ou Oa1,,o
CA 93407

Date

Warren J. Balcer
President

'

•

-IAA
1·~l~ .-~ ..t.
From

Malcolm W. WU.son
Vtce Pres.td.ent

8. 1989

Copies: C. Andrews
School De~
V. P.ife
R. Swanson
l). Snyder

".·l-

,.•j
'·'
·11

f•br®ey

Fiht·No.:

-·•

. ~

t

for Act?-deidc Affairs

Svbjecti ADMI:SSIONPOLICYFOB.CLOS! llLA'l'IVES OJ!'EMPLOY~S

It is my recotnmendation that
261-8-1 as ameJ1d.edtc;;
. read.:

you approve the Academic Senate Resolution AS-

"Admission shall be granted to the spous.e, ehild,, JtQch,i1d, brotheri
sister,
par~nt,
gr.a.nq.chi,ld, nice, or nephew of .~~f'fu~l-.'d•e ~lJiPloyee or
part ..t1mEipenJia~nt
eJD,ployeeor e1J1eriti of Cal Poiy or any of it:$ official
auxiliary organizations,
when said admittee meets the CSU admission

requirements."

-·-

~

·-·----·-·
~ ---___:_:: = =====--

I

'

- --

...
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Adopted: October 27. 1987

(
ACADEMIC
.. OFSENATE
.. .

CALIFORNIA
POLYTECiINIC
STATEUNIVERSITY
San 1.uls dbispo 1 California . . .
Background statement:

fo a memo dated Jan~ar.y 8.. 1987, Malcolm Wilsop.,Interjm Vic~ Presi~ent for Academic
-Affairs, req~ested the Academic Senate's advice on th~ definition of "CJQse
Relative" fQr
University Interest Admits, "J'.hisinem,pwas fc,rwar(fed to the Person.,ieJ PoJides CoJn.mittee
and any action deeined appropriate. The Personnel Policies Com.mitteehas
for ~om.D1e11t
reviewed the sit~ation_and submits the following resol~tion.
AS-261 ....
87 /PPC

RESOLUTION
ON
JELATIJE.
DEJ;INITIO~OF "'CLOSE
WHEREAS.

There has been a practice to provide admission to "close relatives" of
employees of Ca-lPoly; a:nd

WHEREAS,

Such policy represents a benefit to the employee; and

WHEREAS.

There is a neeC, for a definition of" close rtr:la:tive"to be applied ln the
implementatipn of the campus admlssions policy wllich grants automatic
admission to CSUqualified "close relatives" of empfoyee;,s;and

WHEREAS,

A policy setting forth such a definition does 11otexist in. the Campus
Administration Manual (CAM);therefore, be it

RESOLVED: That the following be added as CAM6~1.8:
Admission shall be granted to the spouse, child, brother, sister. parent,
grandchild, grandparent,.niece, or nephew of any full-time employee or
pa.rt-time permanent employee or emeriti of Cal Poly or any of its official
auxHiary organizations, when said admittee meets the CSUadmission
requirements.

Proposed By:
Pe.rsonnel Policies Committee
On September 30, 1987
Revised October 13, 1987

\
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State of C.Hfornla

M e m o r a nd um
To

'

Charles T. Andrews, Chair
Academic Senate

;

RECEIVED

CALln
Y
o~i~Po

FEB16 1989

Si.N Lv1s·

CA 93407

AcademicSenateDate

February 14, 19ag

file No.:
Copies :

M. Wilson

From :

Subfect:

r

Academic Senate Resolution 261-87 Regarding Admission Policy for Close
Re1ati ves o·f Emp
i oyees
In October of 1987 the AcademicSenate approved the subject resolution which
provided for a change in the statement in the CampusAdministrative Manua'l
regarding the definition of close relatives for purposes of adm.issfon
consid~rati9n.
This resolution was reviewed ~Y the Vice President of
Academic Affairs and the Dean's Council and was modified. Subsequently the
Chair of the Academic Senate requested that action on the resolution be
delayed pending further discussion by those involved. The Dean•s Council did
reconsider the issue and proposed further modification to clarify that close
rehtives
of full-time ar'ld permanent part-time employees would qualify.
While the modifications recommendedby the Dean's Council and the Vice
President of Academic Affairs is somewhat more restrictive than that
originally recommendedby thJ Academic Senate, I believe it fulfills the
int~nt of the Academic Senate's recommendation. Accordingly I am approving
the revised statement as follows:
"Admission shall be granted to the spouse, child, stepchild, brother,
sister, parent, grandchild, niece or nephew of any full-time ernpic,yee
or part-time
perman·ent employee or emeriti of Cal Poly or any of its
official auxiliafy organizations, when said admittee meets the CSU
admission requirements."
This revised policy will be added to the appropriate section of CAMdealing
with the admissions area when it is next revised.

,.
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University Faculty Personnel Policies
Chapter 8: Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services
Subchapter 8.4: Student Evaluation of Instruction
UFPP-02-19
February 12, 2019

The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC} is a standing Senate committee with
representation from each college, the library and professional consultative services, Academic Affairs,
and a student representative. FACemploys a streamlined process for Academic Senate approval of
personnel policies. This process specifies the nature of consultation with faculty affected by proposed
changes and provides a clear accounting of which policy documents have been superseded by the
proposed change. It also allows the Senate Executive Committee to place non-controversial updates to
personnel policies on the Senate consent agenda.
The guiding principles in reforming the UFPA into the new UFPPare the following:
•

Clarify existing policies that are common and already in place across the university.

•

Standardize procedures for faculty evaluation at the university level.

•

Set baseline expectations and offer guiding principles with directives to the colleges and

•

departments to specify their criteria accordingly attuned to the disciplinary considerations
specific to their programs.
Establish a common structure for all personnel policy documents across campus.

The Senate has approved a resolution (AS-859-18) establishing the general structure of the UFPPin the
form of its main chapter divisions, each containing thematically unified selections of policy :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Preface
Faculty Appointments
Personnel Files
Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Cycle Patterns
Personnel Action Eligibility and Criteria
Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services
Evaluation of Professional Development
Evaluation of Service
Governance
Workload
Appendices

FAC is placing existing policies about student evaluation of instruction into UFPPas a subchapter of
Chapter 8. This action of moving existing policy into UFPP is non-controversial and so FAC
recommends that it should be placed on the Senate consent agenda. This proposal takes the form of
an incomplete draft of Chapter 8, including its summary sections, the proposed text of subchapter
8.4, and placeholders for sections 8.2 and 8.3 subject to future drafting.
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Summary of Subchapter 8.4: Student Evaluation of Instruction

Chapter 8 of UFPPconcerns the evaluation of teaching for instructional faculty and professional
services for librarian, counseling, and coaching faculty. For instructional faculty the conducting of
student evaluation of instruction and the filing of its results is mandated by the Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA}. Cal Poly has various university-level policies about student evaluation originating in
Academic Senate resolutions, administrative memos, and the University Faculty Personnel Actions
(UFPA) document. This subchapter gathers all those policies into one place and simplifies and updates
the formulation of those policies.

Impact on Existing Policy

This action of consolidating, simplifying, and updating the language of existing policies imposes no
change of policy .

Implementation

There is no implementation of the policies in question since they remain in effect. Subsequent lower
level polices (e.g. faculty unit policy documents} would need to update their citations to university
level policy documents.

Feedback from Faculty Units

When proposing personnel policies, FACconsults with faculty units about the proposed change so the
faculty units may offer feedback on the proposal. FACthen considers this feedback when revising the
proposed policy and sending it to the Senate.
This proposal warrants no specific consultation with faculty units as it implements something already
advertised as part of the process the Senate has approved for creating the UFPPby merely relocating
current university-level personnel policies into UFPPand then advertising this change to the rest of the
university.
What follows is the proposed text of Chapter 8 consisting of its summary section and policy text for
subchapter 8.4, with placeholders for subchapters not contained in this proposed edit of UFPP...
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C AL POLY

8. Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services
8.1.

Summary

8.1.1.

This chapter includes general requirements and guiding principles for how the evaluation
of teaching for instructional faculty and professional services for other faculty should be
conducted by evaluating bodies. University level policies for conducting student
evaluation of instruction are also included in this section. Colleges and departments would
expand on these requirements presented in this chapter and apply its principles to offer
concrete guidance and clear expectations for how teaching would be evaluated. Library,
Counseling and Coaches would do likewise for the evaluation of their relevant
professional services.
[CITATIONOF FOUNDATIONALSENATEACTION].

8.1.2.

8.2.

[Reservedfor requirements in the evaluation of teaching/professionalservice]

8.3.

[Reservedfor general principles.andcriteria for evaluation of teaching/professionalservice]

8.4.

Student Evaluationof Instruction

8.4.1.
8.4.2.

8.4.2.1.
8.4.2.2.

8.4.2.3.

8.4.3.
8.4.3.1.

8.4.3.2.

[CITATIONOF FOUNDATIONALSENATEACTIONFORSUBCHAPTER
8.4]
Student Evaluation Instruments
The requirements for student evaluation instruments were established by AS-759-13.
The formulation in this subchapter supersedes that resolution.
All student evaluation instruments must include the following two prompts with
responses on an agreement scale:
• "Overall, this instructor was educationally effective,"
• "Overall, this course was educationally effective."
All student evaluation instruments must include an opportunity for students to
provide narrative comments. Student evaluation instruments may include additional
prompts and opportunities for comments at the discretion of departments and
colleges. All student evaluation instruments must be proposed by the department and
approved by the college and the office of academic personnel.
General Criteria for ConductingStudent Evaluations
The criteria for conducting student evaluations is established in CBA 15.15-15.19,
which allows for Campus Presidents to exempt some courses from student
evaluations. Memo from Provost February 22, 2013, available on the Academic
Personnel website, establishes the exceptions for Cal Poly. This subchapter presents
those exceptions.
Student evaluations are required for all classestaught by each faculty unit employee
except for the following:
• Courses with low enrollment (fewer than five students) such as individual senior
projects and independent study.
• Capstone senior project classes will be evaluated if there are more than 5
students enrolled.
• Student evaluations will not be administered for individually supervised senior
projects.
• Cooperative Education courses that do not include direct instruction shall not be
evaluated using the student evaluation process. Academic departments or the
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Career Services Office may use a survey to evaluate the students' co-op
experience, but this is not part of the student evaluation process.
• Team-taught classes: In situations when classes are team-taught, the instructor of
record shall conduct student evaluations. If there is more than one instructor of
record, then copies of the evaluation results shall be placed in each of the
instructor's personnel files with a memo indicating that the course was team
taught. Faculty team teaching a course will have the opportunity to write
narrative descriptions to accompany the student evaluation results for the team
taught course to add context to the results. Faculty who team-teach a course and
believe that the results are not representative of their contributions to the course
may request that the dean not include the results associated with this team
taught course in their PAF.After reviewing this request, the dean has the
discretion to determine if the student evaluation results of the team-taught
course shall be placed in the instructor's file.

8.4.4.
8.4.4.1.
8.4.4.2.

8.4.4.3.

8.4.4.4.
8.4.4.5.
8.4.4.6.

8.4.4.7.

8.4.5.
8.4.5.1.

Procedure for Conducting Student Evaluation of Instruction

The procedure for conducting student evaluation of instruction was established by AS821-16. This subchapter presents those procedures and supersedes that resolution.
Student evaluations of instruction occur during the last week of instruction as defined
by the official academic calendar. The evaluation period opens the weekend
immediately prior to the last week of instruction and closes at the end of the last day
of the last week of instruction. The last week of instruction and final exam week are
defined by the official academic calendar. This period may be adjusted on an ad hoc
basis to accommodate for academic holidays.
For courses whose official final assessment is during the last week of instruction
according to the academic calendar (e.g. labs or activities with their own final exam or
assessment), their evaluation period may be the penultimate week of instruction
according to the academic calendar. Requesting the earlier timeline for the evaluation
of courses with early final assessments should occur by means of standard procedures
of scheduling evaluations as determined by the office of Academic Personnel and
communicated to the relevant college and/or program department staff.
Students shall receive notifications of the opening and closing of the evaluation
period, and reminders at appropriate intervals during the evaluation period.
Faculty shall receive response rate reports for their evaluated courses during the
evaluation period.
Faculty are encouraged to announce to their classes that the evaluation period is
underway, and to address questions from students about the nature of the evaluation
process clarifying the role of student evaluations in processes of faculty review.
Faculty may at their discretion reserve time in class for students to complete the
evaluation on the student's own computer, phone or tablet. Faculty shall comply with
any college level procedures about how to implement student evaluations in their
classrooms. Whenever practical realities require faculty to remain in the classroom
(e.g. lab safety requirements), completion of the evaluation outside of classtime is
preferable.
Student Evaluation Results

Placement of student evaluation results in Personnel Action Files is governed by CBA
11.1, 15.15, 15.17.
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Results of student evaluations shall be stored in electronic format and incorporated by
extension into the Personnel Action File. The dean is the custodian of the PAFand will
provide secure accessto this information.
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Adopted:
ACADEMICSENATE
Of
CALIFORNIA
POLYTECHNIC
STATEUNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-_-19

RESOLUTIONON UNIVERSITYFACULTYPERSONNELPOLICIES
CHAPTER5: EVALUATION
PROCESSES
Impact on Existing Policy: This resolution establishes the statement of policy
about the faculty evaluation proce _sses. Its impact on existing policy is
described in the attached report. i

1
2
3

WHEREAS, The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee is constructing a
document entitled "University Faculty Personnel Policies" (UFPP) to
house all university-level faculty personnel policies; and

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

WHEREAS, AS-859-18 resolved that "The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs
Committee construct UFPP by proposing university-level faculty
personnel policies to the Senate in the form of chapters or portions of
chapters ofUFPP according to the procedures approved in AS-82917"; and
WHEREAS, AS-859-18 resolved that "By the end of Spring 2020 Colleges and
other faculty units reorganize their faculty personnel policy
documents to conform their documents to the chapter structure of
UFPP";therefore be it
RESOLVED: The policy document contained at the end of the attached report
"Proposed Chapter of University Faculty Personnel Policies
Document: CHAPTER5: EVALUATION
PROCESSES"be established as
Chapter 5: Evaluation Processes of UFPP,and be it further
RESOLVED: Colleges and the Library revise their personnel policy documents by
Spring 2020 to have chapter 5 of their documents cover evaluation
processes as per chapter 5 of UFPP.
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Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee
Date: [Sometime in 2019]

i (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards.
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions.
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE.
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CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION PROCESSES

The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC)is a standing Senate committee with
representation from each college, the library and professional consultative services, Academic Affairs,
and a student representative. FAC employs a streamlined process for Academic Senate approval of
personnel policies. This process specifies the nature of consultation with faculty affected by proposed
changes and provides a clear accounting of which policy documents have been superseded by the
proposed change. It also allows the Senate Executive Committee to place non-controversial updates to
personnel policies on the Senate consent agenda. Using the new process, FAC will replace the current
University Faculty Personnel Actions (UFPA) document piece by piece to construct a new University
Faculty Personnel Policies (UFPP) document. FACmay then employ the same process to update
sections of the new UFPP on an as-needed basis.
The guiding principles iri reforming the UFPA into the new UFPPare the following:
•

Clarify existing policies that are common and already in place across the university.

•

Standardize procedures for faculty evaluation at the university level.

•

Set baseline expectations and offer guiding principles with directives to the colleges and

•

departments tci specify their criteria accordingly attuned to the disciplinary considerations
specific to their programs.
Establish a common structure for all personnel policy documents across campus.

The Senate has approved a resolution (AS-859-18) establishing the general structure of the UFPPin the
form of its main chapter divisions, each containing thematically unified selections of policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Preface
Faculty Appointments
Personnel Files
Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Cycle Patterns
Personnel Action Eligibility and Criteria
Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services
Evaluation of Professional Development
Evaluation of Service
Governance
Workload
Appendices

FAC is proposing to the Senate individual chapters of UFPP,each covered by its own Senate resolution.
A draft of one ofthese chapters follows in this document, preceded by a summary of its content,
impact, and implementation, and a description of feedback received on this proposed chapter .
Summary of Chapter 5: Evaluation Processes

This chapter defines all the evaluation sequences allowed for any sort of faculty evaluation currently
used by the Colleges, Library, Counseling, and Athletics. University-level definition of these processes
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CHAPTER5: EVALUATIONPROCESSES
allows for the Colleges and Library to formulate their policy and procedure documents using common
definitions of these processes. Standard and familiar evaluation processes include lecturer evaluations
and the periodic, retention, promotion, and tenure evaluations of tenure-track faculty.
Each of these processes consists of a sequence of different levels of evaluation. The levels of evaluation
were defined in Chapter 4, as the responsibilities of various evaluating bodies, such as department and
college peer committees, department chairs or heads, or administrative evaluators. The scope of the
processes covered in this section includes all faculty evaluation processes for instructional faculty,
library faculty, counsellors, and coaches. Exceptions to the normal sequence of evaluation levels are
also covered.
This chapter also include's in each definition of an evaluation process whether it is required or
permitted for different forms of evaluation. The requirements are set by the Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA). Where there is permission to choose, those allowances are based on CBA and
conform to differences between colleges in their choices of how to evaluate faculty within the scope of
those allowances.

Impact on ExistingPolicy
This chapter on the evaluation processes provides standard definition to all the evaluation processes
allowed by the Collective Bargaining Agreement that are currently used by the Colleges, Library,
Counseling, ·and Athletics. This chapter therefore does not establish new policies.

Implementation

The establishment of UFPPby the Academic Senate would oblige the Colleges and Libraryto restructure
their faculty personnel policy documents into the same chapter division as UFPP.When a chapter of
UFPP is approved by the Academic Senate and ratified by the President, the Colleges and the Library
will now have a focused area of new or revised policy that they must consult and, if necessary, use to
revise their documents accordingly.
This chapter defines the evaluation processes already used by the Colleges and the Library. The only
scope of implementation therefore is in the use in policy documents of the standardized vocabulary for
these evaluation processes.
The Colleges and the Library would need to update their descriptions ofthese evaluation processes in
their personnel policy documents. In doing so, UFPPprovides the scope of permitted options for
different forms of evaluation.
The Colleges and the Library would include in this chapter a specification of which evaluation processes
they use for different forms of review. For example, the Colleges can choose between a Four-Stage
Performance Evaluation or a Five-Stage Performance Evaluation for tenure decisions. For lecturer
range elevation colleges may also choose between a Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation or a Four-Stage
Lecturer Range Evaluation process.
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ProposedChapterof University Faculty PersonnelPoliciesDocument:
CHAPTER5: EVALUATIONPROCESSES
Material in this chapter may form the basis for process guides the Colleges and the Library can draft
and include in the appendices of their personnel policy documents.

What follows is the proposedtext of the chapter...
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5. Evaluation Processes
5.1.

Summary
5.1.1.
This chapter defines all the evaluation sequences allowed for any sort of faculty
evaluation currently used by all the colleges. Standard and familiar evaluation
processes include lecturer evaluations and the periodic, retention, promotion, and
tenure evaluations of tenure-track faculty. Each of these processes consists of a
sequence of different levels of evaluation. The levels of evaluation were defined in
Chapter 4, as the responsibilities of various evaluating bodies, such as department and
college peer committees, department chairs or heads, or administrative evaluators.
University-level definition of these processes allows for colleges to formulate their
policy and procedure documents using common definitions ofthese processes.The
scope of the processes covered in this section includes all faculty evaluation processes
including instructional faculty, library faculty, counselors, and coaches. Exceptions to
the normal sequence of evaluation levels are also covered. Colleges must establish in
their personnel policy documents which of the permissible evaluation processesthey
elect to use in their faculty evaluations.
5.1.2.
[CITATIONOF FOUNDATIONALSENATEACTION].
5.2. Instructional Faculty Evaluation Processes
5.2.1.
Two-Stage Part-Time LecturerEvaluation
5.2.1.1.
Two-Stage Part-Time Lecturer Evaluation provides feedback and guidance to the
faculty member.
5.2.1.2.
Two-Stage Part-Time Lecturer Evaluation consists of the following levels of
evaluation:
• Department Chair/Head
• Dean
5.2.1.3.
Two-Stage Part-Time Lecturer Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for periodic evaluation of
part-time lecturers appointed in all three terms of an academic year.
5.2.1.4.
Two-Stage Part-Time Lecturer Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for periodic evaluation of
part-time lecturers appointed in fewer than three terms of an academic year.
5.2.2.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation
5.2.2.1.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation provides feedback and guidance to the faculty
member in support of future personnel actions.
5.2.2.2.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:
• DPRC
• Department Chair/Head
• Dean.
5.2.2.3.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation is REQUIREDfor full-time periodic/cumulative
lecturer evaluation.
5.2.2.4.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for review of probationary faculty
who are not subject to performance review.
5.2.2.5.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for post-tenure review.
5.2.2.6.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for lecturer range elevation.
5.2.2.7.
Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for periodic evaluation of part-time
lecturers appointed in all three terms of an academic year.
5.2.3.
Four-StageLecturer Range Elevation Evaluation
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5.2.3.1.

5.2.3.2.

Four-Stage Lecturer Range Elevation Evaluation is an evaluation process that results
in lecturer range elevation and includes an additional peer review committee
between the department and the Dean.
Four-Stage Lecturer Range Elevation Evaluation consists of the following levels of
evaluation:

• DPRC
• Department Chair/Head

• CPRC
5.2.3.3.
5.2.4.
5.2.4.1.
5.2.4.2.

• Dean
Four-Stage Lecturer Range Elevation Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for lecturer range
elevation.
Four-StagePerformance Evaluation
Four-Stage Performance Evaluation is a performance that results in the retention or
tenure for tenure-track faculty.
Four-Stage Performance Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:

• DPRC
• Department Chair/Head
• Dean
• Provost.
5.2.4.3.
Four-Stage Performance Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for tenure of tenure-track
faculty.
5.2.4.4.
Four-Stage Performance Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for retention of tenure-track
faculty.
5.2.5.
Five-StagePromotion Evaluation
5.2.5.1.
Five-Stage Promotion Evaluation is a performance evaluation that results in
promotion to higher rank for tenure-track faculty, and includes a college level peer
review committee as an additional level of review between the department and the
Dean.
5.2.5.2.
Five-Stage Promotion Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:
• DPRC
• Department Chair/Head
• CPRC
• Dean
• Provost.
Five-Stage Promotion Evaluation is REQUIREDfor promotion of tenure-track faculty.
5.2.5.3.
Five-Stage Promotion Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for tenure of tenure-track faculty
5.2.5.4.
Five-Stage Promotion Evaluation is PERMISSIBLE
for retention of tenure-track
5.2.5.5.
faculty
5.3. Library FacultyEvaluation Processes
5.3.1.
LibraryFaculty Periodic Evaluation
5.3.1.1.
Library Faculty Periodic Evaluation is a periodic evaluation that provides feedback
and guidance to the library faculty member in support offuture personnel actions.
5.3.1.2.
Library Faculty Periodic Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:
• DPRC
• Associate Dean
• Dean
• Vice-Provost
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5.3.2.
5.3.2.1.

5.3.2.2.

LibraryFaculty Performance Evaluation
Library Faculty Performance Evaluation results in retention, promotion, or tenure of
library faculty.
Library Faculty Performance Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:

• DPRC
• Associate Dean
• Dean
• Vice-Provost
• Provost
5.4. CounselingServicesFaculty Evaluation Processes
5.4.1.
CounselingServicesPeriodic Evaluation
5.4.1.1.
Counseling Services Periodic Evaluation provides feedback and guidance to the
counseling services faculty member in support of future personnel actions.
5.4.1.2.
Counseling Services Periodic Evaluation consists of the following levels of
evaluation:
• DPRC(optional)
• Director
• Health Center Director
• Vice President of Student Affairs
5.4.2.
CounselingServices Performance Evaluation
5.4.2.1.
Counseling Services Performance Evaluation results in retention, promotion, or
tenure of counseling services faculty.
5.4.2.2.
Counseling Services Performance Evaluation consists of the following levels of
evaluation:
• DPRC(optional)
• Director
• Health Center Director
• Vice President of Student Affairs
• Provost
S.S. Athletic Faculty Evaluation Process
5.5.1.
Athletic Faculty Periodic Evaluation provides feedback and guidance to the athletic
faculty member in support of future personnel actions.
5.5.2.
Athletic Faculty Periodic Evaluation consists of the following levels of evaluation:
• Athletic Director
5.6. Exceptions
5.6.1.
If the department chair/head is not a tenured faculty member or academic
administrator, then this level of evaluation is skipped and the evaluation will move to
the next level of review. (CBA 15.43)
5.6.2.
If the department chair/head does not hold a higher rank than the faculty member
under evaluation for promotion, then this level of evaluation is skipped and the
evaluation will move to the CPRC.(CBA 15.43)
5.6.3.
If a conflict of interest exists between the faculty member under review and
chair/head or administrator, such as close relationship, prejudice, bias, etc., the
chair/head or administrator should withdraw from this level of evaluation and provide
a written rationale for withdrawal.
5.6.4.
Deans withdrawing from their level of evaluation may designate an associatedean in
their college to perform the duties of the dean's level of evaluation.
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5.7.

University Evaluation ProcessCalendar
5.7.1.
The office of Academic Personnel will publish the annual evaluation process calendar.
This process calendar will provide the dates by which levels of review should be
concluded.
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
Of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-_-19

RESOLUTION ON UNIVERSITY FACULTY PERSONNEL POLICIES
CHAPTER 6: EVALUATION CYCLEPATTERNS
Impact on Existing Policy: This resolution establishes the statement of policy
about faculty evaluation cycle patterns. Its impact on existing policy is
described in the attached report. i

1
2
3

WHEREAS, The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee is constructing a
document entitled "University Faculty Personnel Policies" (UFPP) to
house all university-level faculty personnel policies; and

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

WHEREAS, AS-859-18 resolved that "The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs
Committee construct UFPP by proposing university-level faculty
personnel policies to the Senate in the form of chapters or portions of
chapters of UFPP according to the procedures approved in AS-82917"; and
WHEREAS, AS-859-18 resolved that "By the end of Spring 2020 Colleges and
other faculty units reorganize their faculty personnel policy
documents to conform their documents to the chapter structure of
UFPP"; therefore be it
RESOLVED: The policy document contained at the end of the attached report
"Proposed Chapter of University Faculty Personnel Policies
Document: CHAPTER6: EVALUATIONCYCLEPATTERNS"be
established as Chapter 6: Evaluation Cycle Patterns of UFPP, and be it
further
RESOLVED: Colleges and the Library revise their personnel policy documents by
Spring 2020 to have chapter 6 of their documents cover evaluation
processes as per chapter 6 of UFPP.
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Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee
Date: [Sometime in 2019]

i (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards.
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions.
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE.
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CHAPTER 6: EVALUATION CYCLEPATTERNS

The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC) is a standing Senate committee with
representation from each college, the library and professional consultative services, Academic Affairs,
and a student representative. FAC employs a streamlined process for Academic Senate approval of
personnel policies. This process specifies the nature of consultation with faculty affected by proposed
changes and provides a clear accounting of which policy documents have been superseded by the
proposed change. It also allows the Senate Executive Committee to place non-controversial updates to
personnel policies on the Senate consent agenda. Using the new process, FACwill replace the current
University Faculty Personnel Actions (UFPA) document piece by piece to construct a new University
Faculty Personnel Policies (UFPP) document. FACmay then employ the same process to update
sections of the new UFPP on an as-needed basis.
The guiding principles in reforming the UFPA into the new UFPP are the following:
•

Clarify existing policies that are common and already in place across the university.

•

Standardize procedures for faculty evaluation at the university level.

•

Set baseline expectations and offer guiding principles with directives to the colleges and
departments to specify their criteria accordingly attuned to the disciplinary considerations
specific to their programs.

•

Establish a common structure for all personnel policy documents across campus.

The Senate has approved a resolution (AS-859-18) establishing the general structure of the UFPPin the
form of its main chapter divisions, each containing thematically unified selections of policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Preface
Faculty Appointments
Personnel Files
Responsibilities in Faculty Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Processes
Evaluation Cycle Patterns
Personnel Action Eligibility and Criteria
Evaluation of Teaching and Professional Services
Evaluation of Professional Development
Evaluation of Service
Governance
Workload
Appendices

FAC is proposing to the Senate individual chapters of UFPP, each covered by its own Senate resolution.
A draft of one of these chapters follows in this document, preceded by a summary of its content,
impact, and implementation, and a description of feedback received on this proposed chapter .
Summary of Chapter 6: Evaluation Cycle Patterns

Evaluation cycle patterns are multi-year sequences of annual evaluation processes leading to
personnel actions. For instance, the sequence of annual evaluations that lead to retention, promotion,
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Proposed Chapter of University FacultyPersonnel PoliciesDocument:
CHAPTER6: EVALUATIONCYCLEPATTERNS
and tenure for tenure-stream faculty comprise an evaluation cycle pattern, as does the sequence of
lecturer evaluations that lead towards a three-year contract or range elevation. This chapter defines all
evaluation cycle patterns and allows colleges to choose the patterns that best serve their needs and
expectations.

Impact on ExistingPolicy
This chapter describes evaluation cycle patterns that are currently in use in colleges and other faculty
units, in conformity with the University Faculty Personnel Actions document. These patterns conform .
with the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA), and in the case of lecturer evaluations especially, are
largely driven by the CBA. Another evaluation cycle pattern not currently used at Cal Poly, but
allowable by the CBA is offered as a default pattern.
This chapter therefore imposes no policy changes on the colleges since the colleges already have
established for themselves their own evaluation cycle patterns and would have to change their own
policies to revert to the proposed default or choose an alternative evaluation pattern.

Implementation

The establishment of UFPPby the Academic Senate would oblige the Colleges and Library to restructure
their faculty personnel policy documents into the same chapter division as UFPP.When a chapter of
UFPPis approved by the Academic Senate and ratified by the President, the Colleges and the Library
will now have a focused area of new or revised policy that they must consult and, if necessary, use to
revise their documents accordingly.
This chapter defines existing evaluation cycle patterns and allows the Colleges and Library to choose
between options. It provides options to the Colleges and Library that might not have been apparent to
them, and so this chapter would allow them to revisit their past practices and decide whether to
continue with them or to change.
For those compliant with university policy, implementation would be exceedingly minimal. For those
who are non-compliant this chapter provides the occasion for them to update the policies specific to
this chapter and thereby come into compliance with the policies that have long been in place at Cal
Poly.
Colleges and the Library may include in this chapter their choice of evaluation cycle patterns, and any
necessary alternatives (e.g. for faculty hired with credit towards tenure). Material in this chapter may
form the basis for process guides the Colleges and the Library can draft and include in the appendices
of their personnel policy documents.

What follows is the proposed text of the chapter...
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6. Evaluation Cycle Patterns
6.1.

Summary
6.1.1.
Evaluation cycle patterns are multi-year sequences of annual evaluation processes
leading to personnel actions. For instance, the sequence of annual evaluations that
lead to retention, promotion, and tenure for tenure-stream faculty comprise an
evaluation cycle pattern, as does the sequence of lecturer evaluations that lead
towards a three-year contract or range elevation. This chapter defines all evaluation
cycle patterns and allows the Colleges and the Library to choose the patterns that best
serve their needs and expectations.
6.1.2.
[CITATIONOF FOUNDATIONALSENATEACTION].
6.2. Probationary FacultyEvaluation Patterns
6.2.1.
Evaluation patterns for probationary faculty consist of a sequence of periodic and
performance evaluations. The periodic evaluations must consist of Three-Stage
Periodic Evaluations. The retention evaluations must be either Four-Stage or Five
Stage Performance Evaluations. Colleges and the Library must specify in their
personnel policies whether Four-Stage or Five-Stage Performance Evaluations would
be used for retention of probationary faculty. In the descriptions of evaluation
patterns that follow, "Performance Evaluation" could be either Four-Stage or Five
Stage Performance Evaluation. Tenure and Promotion occurring together in one
evaluation requires a Five-Stage Performance Evaluation. "Periodic Evaluation" for
probationary faculty is always a Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation.
6.2.2.
A Three-Year Retention Pattern starts with Periodic Evaluations in the first two years
of appointment. In the third year of appointment a Performance Evaluation results in
a decision of whether to retain the candidate for another three years or to another
one year. Candidates retained for three years undergo a Periodic Evaluation in the
fourth and fifth years followed by a Promotion and Tenure evaluation in their sixth
year. Candidates retained for one year undergo annual Performance Reviews in their
fourth and fifth years followed by a Promotion and Tenure evaluation in their sixth
year.
6.2.3.
The Three-Year Retention Pattern proceeds as follows for each year of appointment
for faculty retained for three years:
• Year 1: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 2: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 3: Retention to fourth, fifth and sixth year
• Year 4: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 5: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 6: Tenure/Promotion
6.2.4.
The Three-Year Retention Pattern proceeds as follows for each year of appointment
for faculty retained for one year:
• Year 1: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 2: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 3: Retention to fourth year
• Year 4: Retention to fifth year
• Year 5: Retention to sixth year
• Year 6: Tenure/Promotion
6.2.5.
A Two-Year Retention Pattern starts with a Periodic Evaluation in the first year of
appointment. In the second year of appointment a Performance Evaluation results in a
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decision of whether to retain the candidate for a third and fourth year of
appointment. Candidates retained to a third and fourth year undergo a Periodic
Evaluation in the third year followed in the fourth year by another Performance
Evaluation for retention to a fifth and sixth year of appointment. Candidates retained
to a fifth and sixth year undergo Periodic Review in the fifth year, followed by a
Promotion and Tenure review in their sixth year.
6.2.6.
The Two-Year Retention Pattern proceeds as follows for each year of appointment:
• Year 1: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 2: Retention to third and fourth year
• Year 3: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 4: Retention to fifth and sixth year
• Year 5: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 6: Tenure/Promotion
6.2.7.
An Annual Retention Pattern starts with a Periodic Evaluation in the first year of
appointment . From the second through the fifth year of appointment candidates
undergo Performance Evaluation for retention to the nex! year. In the sixth year of
appointment the candidate undergoes Promotion and Tenure evaluation.
6.2.8.
The Annual Retention Pattern proceeds as follows for each year of appointment:
• Year 1: Periodic Evaluation
• Year 2: Retention to third year
• Year 3: Retention to fourth year
• Year 4: Retention to fifth year
• Year 5: Retention to sixth year
• Year 6: Promotion and Tenure
6.2.9.
The Three-Year Retention Pattern shall be the default evaluation cycle pattern for
tenure-track professors. Colleges and the Library may choose the Two-Year or the
Annual Retention Patterns at their discretion, and must state that choice in their
personnel policies document.
6.2.10.
Choosing the Two-Year Retention Pattern requires establishing comparable patterns
for faculty hired with credit towards tenure.
6.3. Post-Tenure Faculty Evaluation Pattern
6.3.1.
Associate Professors in their third year after tenure undergo a Three-Stage Periodic
Evaluation.
6.3.2.
Every fifth year after tenure every tenured faculty member undergoes a Three-Stage
Periodic Evaluation. Participants in the Faculty Early Retirement Program (FERP)shall
not be required to undergo a periodic evaluation unless an evaluation is requested by
either the FERPparticipant or the appropriate administrator (CBA 15.35).
6.3.3.
Promotion from Associate Professor to Professor requires a Five-Stage Performance
Evaluation.
6.4. Instructional Lecturer and Temporary Librarian Evaluation Patterns
6.4.1.
Full-time instructional lecturers and temporary librarians appointed for the entire
academic year that do not hold a three-year appointment with a 12.12 or 12.13
entitlement must be evaluated each year by a department PRC,the department chair,
and dean.
• Years 1-5: Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (Annual)
• Year 6: Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (6 year cumulative)
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6.4.2.

6.4.3.

6.4.4.

6.4.5.

6.4.6.

Part-time instructional lecturers and temporary librarians appointed for the entire
academic year that do not hold a three-year appointment with a 12.12 or 12.13
entitlement must be evaluated each year by the department chair, anci dean. Tenured
faculty members should be given the opportunity to provide evaluative statements
and such statements shall be written and signed (CBA 15.24). Department and college
personnel policies may require evaluation by a DPRCin addition to the department
chair/head and dean levels of review .
• Years 1-5: Two or Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (Annual)
• Year 6: Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (6 year cumulative)
Full-time or part-time instructional lecturers and temporary librarians appointed for
one or two academic quarters or a partial year for 12-month temporary faculty
employees that do not hold a three-year appointment with a 12.12 or 12.13
entitlement may be evaluated at the discretion of the temporary faculty member,
department chair/head or dean (CBA 15.25). These evaluations must include the
department chair/head and dean levels of review and may include a department PRC.
Tenured faculty members not participating on the PRCshould be given the
opportunity to provide evaluative statements and such statements shall be written
and signed (CBA 15.24) .
Full-time and part-time instructional lecturers and temporary librarians that hold a
three-year appointment with a 12.12 or 12.13 entitlement must be evaluated at
minimum in the third year of their three-year appointment. The temporary faculty
member may be evaluated more frequently at the request of the temporary faculty
member or dean (CBA 15.26).
• Year 3: Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (Cumulative)
Part-time faculty members must be evaluated by the department chair, and dean.
Tenured faculty members should be given the opportunity to provide evaluative
statements and such statements shall be written and signed (CBA 15.24). Department
and college personnel policies may require evaluation by a department PRCin
addition to the department chair/head and dean levels of review.
• Year 3: Three-Stage Periodic Evaluation (Cumulative)
Lecturers eligible for range elevation must undergo at least a Three-Stage Periodic
Evaluation. A Four-Stage Lecturer Range Elevation is permissible. Colleges must
specify in their personnel policy documents which evaluation process they use for
lecturer range elevation.
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Adopted:
ACADEMICSENATE

Of
CALIFORNIA
POLYTECHNIC
STATEUNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-_-19

RESOLUTIONON SUPPORTINGLIBRARYCOLLECTIONS
NECESSARY
FOR
FACULTYAND STUDENTSUCCESS
Impact on Existing Policy: NONEi

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

WHEREAS, A primary obligation of the Robert E. Kennedy Library is to provide
access to scholarly content essential to student and faculty
success in all Colleges, supporting excellence in teaching, learning and
research at Cal Poly; and
WHEREAS, Faculty at Cal Poly are directly impacted by the funding necessary to
support resources essential to success in the teacher-scholar
model, and should be apprised of improvements or detriments to
collections funding; and
WHEREAS, The Chancellor's Office has provided a set of essential resources for all
CSUcampuses through centralized funding of the Electronic Core
Collection (ECC);and
WHEREAS, The ECChas not received a funding increase since 2008, resulting in
further and deeper cuts to the ECCdue to inflation; and
WHEREAS, Such cuts force individual campuses to either terminate access to
resources or pay for them locally, often at a higher price; and
WHEREAS, In January 2019, the Academic Senate of the California State
University, unanimously passed resolution (AS-3351~18/FGA/AA
(Rev)), calling on the Chancellor's Office to increase funding for the
ECCto address rising costs and continue to reap the advantages
of collective purchasing power; therefore be it
RESOLVED: That the Faculty Senate of Cal Poly affirm its support of the
resolution passed by the Academic Senate of the California
State University, calling on the Chancellor's Officeto increase
funding for the ECC;and be it further
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31
32
33
34

RESOLVED: That the Dean of Library Services* be invited to address the
Academic Senate annually to provide a report on the state of
collections expenditures at both the centralized and local levels.

*As the title sometimes shifts over time through reorganizations (e.g.,University
Librarian), the current title used here is meant to indicate the top leadership position
within Kennedy Library at any time, regardless of the specific title.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee
Date: TBD

(1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the
faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards.
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions.
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE.

i
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Background
RESOLUTIONON SUPPORTINGLIBRARYCOLLECTIONS
NECESSARY
FORFACULTY
AND STUDENTSUCCESS[AS-_-19]

A primary obligation of Kennedy Library is to provide access to the online scholarly
content essential for student and faculty success, supporting excellence in teaching, learning
and research at Cal Poly. Base funding for these vital resources comes chiefly from two
sources: the Chancellor's Office and Cal Poly.
The Chancellor's Office has provided system-wide funding since 1999 for a core
collection of electronic resources available to all 23 campuses, called the Electronic Core
Collection (ECC).The Chancellor's Office has not increased the base amount of $5 million for
the ECCsince 2008. Inflation has continually eroded the purchasing power of that static base
funding, resulting in the loss of resources. When a database is excised from the ECC,any
campus wishing to maintain access must pay for it, typically at a much higher price. For
example, when LexisNexis was cut from the ECCthree years ago, the Robert E. Kennedy
Library diverted other funds to maintain access to accommodate campus demand. In the three
years since, Cal Poly's access to this resource has risen from about $30,000 annually to nearly
$40,000. To address such erosion of resources and shifting of costs due to inflation, the
Academic Senate of the California State University in January 2019 unanimously passed
resolution (AS-3351-18/FGA/ AA (Rev))1, calling on the Chancellor's Office to increase funding
for the ECC.
The Robert E. Kennedy Library also provides access to a breadth of databases and
journals never supported by the ECC,and purchasing power for these resources is equally
subject to erosion through inflation. 2 The 2012 Cal Poly Educational Effectiveness Review (EER)
generated for the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC)noted a disparity of
funding for Kennedy Library as compared with identified peer institutions (ranking 15 out of
16 for expenditures per FTE) and even within the CSU(ranking 9th lowest).3 The report listed
as a specific action item the channeling of new funds towards the Robert E. Kennedy Library
specifically for collections. 4
An increase in Chancellor's Office funding for the ECCwill offset losses of resources due
to inflation for the system as a whole, reap the full advantage of collective purchasing power,
and stem the shifting of costs to individual campuses if an excised resource is retained. An
annual report to the Academic Senate by the Dean of Library Services will ensure that any
improvement or detriment to the support for these vital resources at both the local and
consortia! levels will gain the continued visibility they merit in light of their importance to
student and faculty success.

The AcademicSenate of the CaliforniaState University.Increased Fundingfor the ElectronicCore
Collection(ECC)
http://calstate.edu/ AcadSen/records/resolutions/2018-2019 /Documents/3351.shtml
2 Examples:a campus subscription to the premier sciencejournal, Nature, has risen 19% since 2015,
costing Cal Poly campus $48,000 over four years; two titles from the AmericanAssociationfor the
Advancement of Sciencehave risen 38% in four years, costing CalPoly $57,000 over that interval.
3 WASCEducationalEffectivenessReview Report. Appendix4.1. (2012). https://wasc.calpoly.edu/eer
4 WASCEducationalEffectivenessReview Report Executive Summary. 2012. Action item# 7 under
heading, Our PolytechnicIdentity; WASCEducational EffectivenessReview Report (Full Report).(2012).
Page 43. https://wasc.calpoly.edu/eer
1
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ACADEMIC SENA TE
OF
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

AS-3351-18/FGA/AA (Rev)
November 8-9, 2018

Increased Funding for the Electronic Core Collection (ECC)
RESOLVED: That the ASCSU recognize that the CSU Council of Library Directors
(COLD) is faced with major cuts to the Electronic Core Collection (ECC)
due to inflation and lack of funding increases, thereby damaging teaching,
learning, research, and creative activities by faculty and students in the CSU;
and be it further
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of the California State University (ASCSU) urge
the Chancellor to increase the funding for the Electronic Core Collection
(ECC), in order to address increasing costs and continue to reap the
advantages of collective purchasing power; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the ASCSU distribute this resolution to CSU Board of Trustees, CSU
Chancellor, CSU campus Presidents, CSU campus Senate Chairs, CSU
Provosts/Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs, Council of Library
Directors (COLD), CSU ERFSA, and the California State Student
Association (CSSA).

RATIONALE: The ECC startedin 1999 and in 2008, theAcademicSenateof the
CaliforniaState Universiryendorsedthe Virtual I.ibraryAS-2854-08/AA of whichthe
ElectronicCoreCollection(ECC) collection
ispartfar CSU studentsandfaculry.Since
2008, the budgethas stagnatedat $5 millionwith no augmentations
in tenyears.As a
result,dueto increasing
costsof informationresources
and i,iflation,thepurchasingpower
of
theECC has diminishedand informationsourcescut to keep withinthe budget.
The ECC allowsall CSU studentsaccessto materialsno matterthesize and budgetof
theircampus,whichin turn leadsto theirsuccess.
Further,the valueof this collection
helps
campusesmeetaccreditation
standardsof WASC in informationliteraryand critical
thinking. Notabfy,fiscaljythis is the mostefficientwqy to maintainlibrarycollections
becausethis combinedpurchasingpower
savesthe CSU an estimated$15 million,
annual!J.
The ECC currentjyincludes52 onlinecollections
and databases(listattached).Duringthe
2017-18 academic
year, therewere17,774,233full-text downloads
from the CSU
Librariesonlineresources
ryCSU studentsandfaculty.

Resources in the Electronic Core Collection
•
•
•

ABI Inform (ProQuest)
Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)
Academic Complete eBooks (ProQuest)

Background
RESOLUTION ON SUPPORTING LIBRARY COLLECTIONS NECESSARY FOR FACULTY AND STUDENT SUCCESS [AS-_-19)
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Academic Senate CSU

Page 2 of2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AS-3351-18/FGA (Rev)
November 8-9, 2018

American Chemical Society Journal Archives
American Council of Learned Societies
America History and Life (EBSCO)
Biological Abstracts (Thomson)
CINAHL (EBSCO)
Communication and Mass Media Complete (EBSCO)
CQ Researcher
Digital Dissertations Package A (ProQuest)
Ethnic News Watch
GenderWatch
Global Newsstream (ProQuest)
Grove 's Music
JSTOR Arts and Sciences (12 collections)
Life Sciences Collection (JSTOR)
MathSciNet
Mergent Online
Modern Language Association (EBSCO and ProQuest)
NetLibrary (EBSCO)
Oxford English Dictionary
Project Muse Standard Collection
PsycARTICLES (EBSCO and ProQuest)
PsycINFO (EBSCO and ProQuest)
Safari Tech Books (ProQuest)
Sociological Abstracts (ProQuest)
SpringerLink Online Historical Backjiles
SCOAP3
West/aw: Campus Research - News and Life
Wiley Interscience Backjile
Wiley-Blackwell Baclifile

Approved Unanimously- January 17-18, 2019

Background
RESOLUTION ON SUPPORTING LIBRARY COLLECTIONS NECESSARY FOR FACULTY AND STUDENT SUCCESS [AS-_-19)
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-

-19

RESOLUTION TO REINFORCE SUSTAINABILITY IN THE CAL POLY
STRATEGIC PLAN

1

WHEREAS, In May 2003, the Academic Senate endorsed the Talloires Declaration; and

2

3

WHEREAS, In August 2003 President Warren Baker signed the Talloires Declaration; and

4

5
6

WHEREAS, By signing the Talloires Declaration, Cal Poly endorsed its 10 point action plan to
create a sustainable future; and

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

WHEREAS, The 2014 CSU Sustainability Policy "aims not only to reduce the university's impact on
the environment and educate our students, faculty and staff on sustainablepractices, but
also to incorporate sustainabilityprinciples and climate science in our educational
offerings;" and
WHEREAS, In 2016, President Armstrong "chose to commit Cal Poly to achieve net zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 and integrate these efforts into curriculum, research,
and student experience through Learn by Doing;" and
WHEREAS, In 2016, Cal Poly adopted the AASHE (Association for the Advancement of
Sustainability in Higher Education) STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assessment, and
Rating System) as a framework for implementation, measurement, and improvement of
sustainable practices across the entire university; and
WHEREAS, For Earth Day 2016, President Armstrong signed the Second Nature Climate Leadership
Commitment, committing Cal Poly to achieve carbon neutrality and climate resilience
as soon as possible and infuse these topics into curriculum, research, and student
experience; and
WHEREAS, The Sept. 10, 2018 draft Cal Poly Strategic Plan reduces our commitment to
sustainability to only one item, namely goal 7D, "Make the whole campus environment
smart, resilient, and carbon neutral;" and
WHEREAS, The Associated Students, Inc. (ASI) Board of Directors as the official voice of the
student body (20,560 students) unanimously passed Resolution #19-02 which "strongly
advocates university leadership to increase and prioritize content regarding sustainability
within the (Strategic) Plan," therefore be it
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate endorses the Associated Students, Inc. Resolution #19-02 To
Support the Cal Poly 2018-23 Strategic Plan; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the strategic plan be revised to more accurately reflect Cal Poly's commitment to
the Talloires Declaration, the CSU Sustainability Policy, and the AASHE-ST ARS
framework; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the strategic plan add strategic priority 8: "Foster comprehensive sustainability."

Proposed by: Academic Senate Sustainability Committee
(Unanimously approved)
Date:
February 1, 2019
Revised:
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DRAFT
Strategic Plan 2018- 2023
Extended Version (9/10/18)
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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in the Cal Poly Strategic Plan! The final version of the plan will
benefit from your feedback.
As you review the draft, please keep in mind that it is most finished at the strategic priority and
goal levels. These are what most deserve your attention as a campus stakeholder. The lower
levels of the plan, the potential initiatives and tactics as well the potential measures of success,
are less finished and are presented more as illustrations of how goals might be achieved than as
specific commitments by the university. Working groups will be formed and continue to
develop these aspects of the plan during the 2018-19 academic year, after the final version is
complete and adopted by the university.
After you have concluded your review, there are several ways to provide feedback:
1. Visit the strategic planning website (strategicplanning.calpoly.edu ) and submit your
written feedback at the bottom of the page.
2. Attend an open forum and provide feedback in person. Two open forums will be held:
on October 4 and 25, from 11:10 a.m. to 12 noon, in the Berg Gallery (05-105).
All feedback will be cataloged and provided to the appropriate working group. Feedback about
the strategic priorities and goals will be shared with the Steering Committee (the President's
Cabinet) for their review, consideration and potential adoption. Feedback about the potential
initiatives, tactics and measures of success will be provided to the Executive Champions and
Senior Sponsors for their review, consideration and potential adoption later this year as
initiatives, tactics, and measures are finalized.
Thank you for your investment in Cal Poly's future!
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Foundations
The Strategic Plan for Cal Poly is designed to provide direction for the future of the university
through 2023. This plan is grounded in Vision 2022 as well as the Academic Plan for Enrollment
and the Master Plan, as well as the university's mission, vision and values.
♦

Missionand Values
Cal Poly fosters teaching, scholarship, and service in a learn-by-doing environment
where students and faculty are partners in discovery. As a polytechnic university, Cal
Poly promotes the application of theory to practice. As a comprehensive institution, Cal
Poly provides a balanced education in the arts, sciences, and technology, while
encouraging cross-disciplinary and co- curricular experiences. As an academic
community, Cal Poly values free inquiry, cultural and intellectual diversity, mutual
respect, civic engagement, and social and environmental responsibility .

♦

Vision
Cal Poly will be recognized as the premier comprehensive polytechnic university, with an
unmatched reputation for promoting Learn by Doing and nurturing student success.
As the premier comprehensive polytechnic university, Cal Poly will play a critical role in
shaping the future of California through the professional contributions of its graduates,
faculty and staff. Through their innovat ions, leadership and commitment to social and
political inclusion, Cal Poly graduates, faculty and staff will improve their local
communities and the broader world that their actions touch.
To achieve our vision Cal Poly will focus oil student success by continuing to create and
nurture a diverse and inclusive learning community. Student success is achieved only
with faculty and staff success. The culture of success requires infrastructural strength,
sustainable practices, local and state economic development and financial health.

Vision 2022. Introduced to the campus by President Armstrong in May of 2014, Vision
2022 provided the groundwork for the master-plan process and several divisional
strategic plans. The following founding and guiding principles from Vision 2022 function
as four dimensions along which strategic decisions will continue to be evaluated:
•
•
•
•

Learn by Doing
Student Success
Excellence Through Continuous Improvement
Comprehensive Polytechnic State University

STRATEGIC PLAN 2018- 2023
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These founding and guiding principles are the basis ofthe university's strategic plan, as
are the vision's six strategic objective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
♦ Learn

Enhance student success
Create a vibrant residential campus
Increase support for the Teacher-Scholar Model
Create a rich culture of diversity and inclusivity
Secure the financial future of the university
Develop a greater culture of transparency, collaboration, and accountability

by Doing

Conceived as a Learn by Doing institution in 1901, Cal Poly was described at the time by
journalist Myron Angel as a school that would "teach the hand as well as the head."
Today Cal Poly remains committed to its Learn by Doing philosophy, which the Academic
Senate has defined in this way: "Learn by Doing is a deliberate process whereby
students, from day one, acquire knowledge and skills through active engagement and
self-reflection inside the classroom and beyond it."
Learn by Doing at Cal Poly takes many forms. Through curricular and co-curricular
experiences faculty and staff work closely with students to meet learning objectives
through experiential learning and provide opportunities for students to participate,
often simultaneously, in discovery learning through problem solving. For many students,
the capstone senior project, which was introduced to the curriculum in 1942,
exemplifies the intentional blend of experiential and discovery learning that is the
signature of Cal Poly's Learn by Doing philosophy.
From the practice of the Learn by Doing philosophy emanates all successfor faculty,
staff, and students. Cal Poly students are motivated high-achievers who arrive with a
commitment to a major, indicating that they have a clear vision of their academic and
professional future, which they expect the university to support. The side-by-side Learn
by Doing curriculum is designed to provide students with concrete experience in their
majors and in general education from day one. Cal Poly faculty and staff have built
programs that have positioned the university as one of the most selective public
universities in the United States. Faculty hone their skills in the classroom, co-curricular
activities, in their research and creative activities and through collaborations with each
other.

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023
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♦

Teacher-ScholarModel
As practiced at Cal Poly, the Teacher-Scholar Model includes meaningful student
engagement in faculty scholarly activity and inclusion of scholarship in teaching to
create vibrant learning experiences for students. Scholarship is defined in general terms
as the scholarships of discovery, application, integration, and teaching/learning (Boyer,
1990), implemented in a discipline-specific manner while mindful of Cal Poly's mission.

♦

Student Success
The outcome of Learn by Doing and the Teacher-Scholar Model is student success. Cal
Poly is uniquely focused on the student experience, both inside and outside of the
classroom. Most easily defined through the Graduation Initiative 2025, the system-wide
effort to facilitate student retention and timely graduatior:i, student success at Cal Poly
comes to life at annual commencement ceremonies, but it is also vibrantly on display on
the athletic fields, in community service activity throughout San Luis Obispo, in student
leadership opportunities and in senior projects among many other examples.
Every person who works and supports Cal Poly is dedicated to student success. Our
faculty and staff operate in a collective partnership designed to maximize each other's
expertise in advancing the student experience. As we continue to remain focused on
student success, we emphasize student needs and their success as a decision-making
factor over all others.
Student success cannot happen without a commitment to creating the most inclusive
campus climate possible. Every person, no matter the identities they have, must feel
welcome and valued at Cal Poly. This element of student success is critical because, at
our core, Cal Poly is a collection of focused human beings who thrive on the collective
impact we have when we support each other and our larger goals.

STRATEGIC PLAN 2018- 2023
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♦

StrategicPriority 1: Enhancethe Successof All Cal Poly Students
Goal 1A: Maintain and enhance Cal Poly's signature pedagogy of Learn by Doing.
Goal 1B: Assure that all students attain the knowledge, skills, and understanding to thrive in
a diverse, evolving, and competitive environment.
Goal lC: Ensure access to an excellent education for all California students by providing
financial aid support for those with the greatest economic need.
Goal 1D: Improve first year and transfer student graduation rates and eliminate
achievement gaps for all students to meet the goals of the CSU's Graduation Initiative 2025.
Goal lE: Provide an additional high-impact experience for every undergraduate student 1 .

♦

Strategic Priority 2: Cultivate the Excellenceof All Employees
Goal 2A: Recruit and retain the best employees.
Goal 2B: Foster inclusive and excellent teaching practices through continued faculty
development.
Goal 2C: Encourage innovative scholarship in all its forms - discovery, application,
integration, and engagement, as well as teaching and learning.
Goal 2D: Promote professional development opportunities for all employees.
Goal 2E: Communicate and shar~ more broadly the significant achievements of all
employees.

♦

StrategicPriority 3: Enrichthe CampusCulture of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion
Goal 3A: Create an aligned and cohesive focus on diversity and inclusion across the
university.

1

The American Association of Colleges and Universities promotes a series of teaching and learning practices first-year seminars and experiences; common intellectual experiences; learning communities; writing-intensive
courses; collaborative assignments and projects; undergraduate research; diversity/global learning; ePortfolios;
service learning and community-based learning; internships, capstone courses and projects - all of which have
been shown to promote increased levels of student engagement and success.
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Goal 38: Create and sustain a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive university community
that reflects the people of California.
Goal 3C: Prepare all students for their future through an education that includes diversity
learning and reflects the principles of Inclusive Excellence2 •
Goal 3D: Further develop a campus climate that reflects the values of diversity, equity, and
inclusion, as well as free inquiry and mutual respect.
♦ Strategic Priority 4: Strengthen our Portfolio of Academic Programs

Goal 4A: Make the General Education program a distinctive, mission-driven experience.
Goal 48: Develop innovative and sustainable undergraduate degree programs that meet the
present and future needs of society and industry.
Goal 4C: Pursue innovative and sustainable initiatives in graduate, post-baccalaureate, and
alternative academic programs that build on the university's mission and expertise.
Goal 4D: Address real-world problems, both local and global, through interdisciplinary and
international experiences, as well as, community and industry partnerships.
♦ Strategic Priority 5: Create an Engaged, Vibrant, and Healthy Community for

Students
Goal 5A: Develop an ethos of individual social responsibility in every campus community
member, with an emphasis on students.
Goal 58: Ensure that all students are engaging in effective, new opportunities outside of the
classroom, which serve as a foundation for a life-long relationship with Cal Poly.
Goal SC: Create the extracurricular facilities and co-curricular programs anchored in Learn
by Doing that create a vibrant residential campus community.
Goal SD: Cultivate a campus environment that emphasizes all aspects of personal and
community wellbeing for students, faculty and staff.

2 The concept of Inclusive Excellence was adopted by Cal Poly in 2009. It is based on an initiative of the American
Association of Colleges and Universities that was designed to help institut ions integrate their dedication to
educat ional quality with their commitments to diversity, equity, and inclusion .
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♦

Strategic Priority 6: Leverage Data and Technology to Support the
Institution's Mission
Goal 6A: Create a robust technological experience that enables engagement within and
beyond the borders of campus, connects people with university data and resources, and
provides a secure, stable and modern technological ecosystem.
Goal 6B: Build relationships locally, nationally and globally to showcase the power of
collaboration, support and advance the university's mission, and create alignment in the
vision, priority, and pace of campus initiatives regarding data and technology.
Goal 6C: Enable student success by creating a digital environment that empowers learning,
teaching, and living at Cal Poly, while supporting engagement offuture students and alumni
to empower success at any stage of life.

♦ Strategic Priority 7: Secure Our Future by Improving Finances, Facilities, and

Systems
Goal 7A: Ensure the economic viability of the institution through a resilient and sustainable
business model, including public and private partnerships that enhance revenue.
Goal 7B: Foster a robust culture of philanthropy that allows the university to generate
private gifts in support of institutional goals.
Goal 7C: Develop facilities that promote a sense of pride and confidence in the campus
environment.
Goal 7D: Make the whole campus environment smart, resilient, and carbon neutral.
Goals 7E: Ensure transparency of operations through clear and frequent communications at
all levels.

STRATEGICPLAN 2018
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Potential Initiatives, Tactics,and Measures of Success
The section that follows provides additional detail for each Strategic Priority. This includes
identification of Executive Champions and Senior Sponsors as well as potential initiatives,
tactics, and measures for each Goal.

♦

Strategic Priority 1: Enhancethe Successof All Cal Poly Students
Executive Champions: Kathleen Enz Finken, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Provost and Keith Humphrey, Vice President for Student Affairs
Goal 1A: Maintain and enhance Cal Poly's signature pedagogy of Learn by Doing.
Senior Sponsor: Christine Theodoropolous, Dean, College of Architecture and Environmental
Design
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Develop and promote our LBD identity and brand

Make LBD a distinct focus offundraising efforts at all
levels
Evaluate the educational effectiveness of LBD at Cal
Poly
Expand opportunities, especially industry partnerships,
service learning, and international programs.

Potential Measures
Consistent campus understanding of the value of LBD
and how it can and should be utilized with external
constituents
Knowledge and resources in place to capitalize on LBD
in marketing efforts
Rubric developed to measure the effectiveness of LBD.
Faculty development offered to support LBD
effectiveness.
Every student will experience at least three high-impact
practices, including the senior project

Goal 1B: Assure that all students attain the knowledge, skills, and understanding to thrive in
a diverse, evolving, and competitive environment.
Senior Sponsors: Beth Merritt Miller, Assistant Vice Provost for University Advising and
Eileen Buecher, Executive Director, Career Services
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Coordinate campus efforts to educate undergraduates
about options and opportunities beyond graduation
(e.g., grad school, professional school).
Translate and connect knowledge and skills learned
within the undergraduate curriculum and co-curriculum
to the workforce and/or post-graduate education.
Provide intentional emphasis on leadership
development within a student's academic career.
Engage industry partners in understanding emerging
trends in the workforce.
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Potential Measures
Increase in students seeking advice, and ultimately
enrolling in graduate school within the first five years
after graduation.
Increase in positive feedback on the undergraduate
experience from alumni in post-graduate surveys.
Graduates report advancement within companies or
organizations at greater rates
Potential shifts in curricular and co-curricular
experiences to ensure students have the most current
experiences.
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Develop pre-internship launch sessions (LBD)

Students will have clearer expectations about their
internship experiences and report greater levels of
learning and satisfaction upon completion.

Goal lC: Ensure access to an excellent education for all California students by providing
financial aid support for those with the greatest economic need.
Senior Sponsor: James Maraviglia, Vice Provost for Enrollment Development and Chief
Marketing Officer
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures

Establish financial aid packaging to attract and retain
academically qualified students with the highest
economic need.
Ensure resources, including staffing, evolves to support
a growing low income, first generation population
Explore flexibility of funding sources both institutionally
and from the Chancellor's Office
Enhance technical infrastructure at the campus level to
meet the needs of a complex financial aid system

Increased yield of low income admitted students;
Increased retention of low-income students; Increased
timely l!raduation of low-income students.
Adequate staffing to manage increased and more
complicated institutional aid and resources.
Deyelop funding sources with maximum flexibility to
award high need students up-front to impact yield.
Timely awarding and reporting of financial aid.

Goal lD: Improve first year and transfer student graduation rates and eliminate
achievement gaps for all students to meet the goals of the CSU'sGraduation Initiative 2025.
Senior Sponsors: Mary Pedersen, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Debi Hill,
Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures
-

Develop integrative models for both student advising
and academic support
•
Expand free tutoring services to all Cal Poly
students
•
Expand Academic Skill Center to provide more
Supplemental Instruction for all high fail rate
courses
•
Provide high level consistent comprehensive
training for instructional student assistants, tutors,
etc.
Remove or reduce barriers to graduation
•
Identify the major impediments to student succ_ess
(see Academic Policy Diagnostic)
•
Develop specific measures and timeline to address
removing these barriers
Build a more supportive campus community for
students
•
Develop a sense of belonging among all students
•
Develop a two-year residential experience for
nearly all students

STRATEGIC
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Students can access all advising and academic support
via a single virtual hub; Increased number of students
accessing tutoring services

Improved retention and graduation rates; Faculty and
staff have a full understanding of their impact on
student success

Improved retention and graduation rates; Improved
campus climate survey results; Decrease in bias
incidents; Improved retention and graduation rates for
transfer students
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•

Develop a Transfer Student Center to provide
comprehensive support and services
Develop specific measures to eliminate four- and sixyear achievement gaps based on gender, ethnicity, and
Pell Status.
Identify campus-specific causes of achievement
gaps; in Academic Year 2018-19, focus on students
who leave Cal Poly
• Develop targeted retention efforts that are
available to all students
• Expand CP Scholars program to provide support for
students with the greatest financial need
Cultivate data-driven decision making
Continue development of improved enrollment
strategy, planning, and management
Develop a shared data governance policy with
processes to improve campus accessto data
including information about curricular and cocurricular experiences
• Create Power Users group to provide more
immediate accessto data to support the
Graduation Initiative

•

Improved retention and graduation rates
Reduction and eventual elimination of achievement
gaps in the various student groups
Students with the greatest financial need are
graduating in a timely manner with reduction in debt.

•

Greater access to data to inform strategic decision
making.

•

Improved and more developed process for enrollment
planning .
Data governance policy developed and adopted by
campus.
Power Users group is trained and working to support
Graduation Initiative efforts.

Goal lE: Provide an additional high-impact experience for every undergraduate student.
Senior Sponsor: Dean Wendt, Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Establish a strategic goal within each college for the
percentage of students involved in high-impact
practices
Create a more integrated approach to managing
internship and leadership opportunities
Create more opportunities within the General
Education (GE) and major curricula to encourage
student participation in high-impact practices
Establish scholarships to support study abroad and
develop a varied collection of domestic off-campus
programs and internships.
Create an expanded Learn by Doing Fund in every
college to support faculty and students involved in
undergraduate research or other high-impact
experiences

STRAT~GICPLAN 2018 - 2023

Potential Measures
Colleges address high-impact practices in their strategic
plans with specific targets.
More of a one-stop shop that provides increased access
to information and opportunities
Many off-campus programs are designed to provide the
opportunity to complete upper-division GE
Students have the support they need to participate in
high-impact practices.
Faculty have the support they need to mentor students
in high-impact practices .
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♦ StrategicPriority 2: Cultivate the Excellenceof All Employees
Executive Champions: Kathleen Enz Finken, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Provost and Cindy Villa, Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance
Goal 2A: Recruit and retain the best employees.
Senior Sponsors: Al Liddicoat, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Personnel and Beth
Gallagher, Associate Vice President for Human Resources
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Increase the number of tenure-track faculty across all
colleges
Work toward more competitive salaries for all
employees
Develop, implement and evaluate the Faculty Diversity
Cluster Hire

Strengthen recruitment processes for faculty and staff
Improve outreach to diverse prospects .
Improve use of Diversity Statement and rubric for
faculty searches.
Ensure the review of candidate pools by the Office of
University Diversity & Inclusion (OUDI)
Revise training for search committees, Employment
Equity Facilitators, and hiring managers to include best
practices in unconscious bias and Equal Opportunity
requirements, policies and practice.
Conduct stay and exit interviews to assessjob
satisfaction and identify obstacles that might affect
employee retention. Use results to improve retention.

•

•

Develop comprehensive mentoring programs within
each college to support the development of new
faculty

STRATEGICPLAN 2018
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Potential Measures
Progress toward a university average of 75% tenuredensity .
Additional funds, beyond negotiated general salary
increases, are allocated towards local compensation
efforts
Successful recruitment of 8-10 tenure-track faculty;
New faculty engagement with cohort and
programming; Develop curricular support diversity and
inclusion broadly across the university .
Use analytics to review and track the diversity of
applicant pools through the recruitment stages and to
determine effectiveness of advertising and outreach to
attracting diverse and qualified applicants.

Identify learning objectives for all training modules;
Assessachievement of learning outcomes; Track
completion of trainings.
Track top issues affecting job satisfaction and retention
for faculty, staff, and management, and analyze
responses by demographic categories; Develop best
practices to better support all employees.
Increased retention and job satisfaction as measured
by stay and exit interviews.
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Goal 2B: Foster inclusive and excellent teaching practices through continued faculty
development.
Senior Sponsors: Kathryn Rummell, Interim Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Scott Dawson,
Dean, Orfalea College of Business
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Develop a culture where innovative and inclusive
teaching practices are embraced by the entire campus
community rather than a select few
Partner with CTLTand other experts to offer workshops
on inclusive and innovative instruction with a particular
emphasis on new faculty.
Market and incentivize existing resources such
as diversity & inclusion modules in the digital commons
and CTLTuniversal design workshops

Potential Measures
Increased utilization of innovative and inclusive
teaching practices across campus
New workshops developed targeting new faculty

Increased utilization of existing resources

Goal 2C: Encourage innovative scholarship in all its forms - discovery, application,
integration, and engagement, as well as teaching and learning.
Senior Sponsor: Chris Kitts, Interim Dean of Research
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Upgrade infrastructure to identify and implement the
most current technical approaches and resources to
SUDDOrtscholarship.
Provide expanded training and support for grant
development.
In partnership with university marketing, communicate
& recognize scholarly activity more broadly.

Potential Measures
Appropriate tools selected and utilized to connect and
share faculty scholarship; Achieve 50% engagement 2-3
years bevond initial implementation.
Increased number of faculty engaged in grant-related
training programs.
Communication strategy developed to share research
accomplishments more broadly both on and off
campus.

Goal 2D: Promote professional development opportunities for all employees.
Senior Sponsors: Elena Morelos, Director of Academic Employment and Beth Gallagher,
Associate Vice President for Human Resources
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Develop a workshop for managers to learn how to
establish individual learning plans to support
professional development for staff.
Incorporate individual learning plans into employee's
annual goal setting

Compile a campus wide inventory of all training
opportunities for staff.

STRATl'GIC PLAN 2018- 2023

Potential Measures
An effective professional development program that
includes resources for managers.
Results include clear expectations for the next
evaluation period, specifically in terms of development ;
better communication; demonstrated progress;
focused and engaged employees.
A comprehensive list of all campus-wide training with
topics, delivery method, target audience and other
parameters.
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Goal 2E: Communicate and share more broadly the significant achievements of all
employees.
Senior Sponsor: James Maraviglia, Vice Provost for Enrollment Development and Chief
Marketing Officer
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Partner with University Communications to develop a
proactive Public Relations program.
Develop and curate a dedicated News website for Cal
Poly that can highlight faculty and staff achievements.
E11couragethe promotion of faculty and staff
achievements across University and college print,
digital publications, and social media.

Potential Measures
Year-over-year increase in media placements and
increased domain authority for web.
Year-over-year increase in website traffic and sharing of
stories across digital media.
Increased awareness of faculty and staff achievements
across college and divisions.

♦ Strategic Priority 3: Enrich the Campus Culture of Diversity, Equity, and

Inclusion
Executive Champion: Jozi De Leon, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
Goal 3A: Create an aligned and cohesive focus on diversity and inclusion across the
university.
Senior Sponsor: Julie Garcia, Interim Associate Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Use a Collective Impact Framework to bring synergy to
diversity and inclusion work across campus

Develop a diversity plan that will enable integration of
diversity and inclusion across divisions, colleges,
departments and other units (Diversity becomes
everyone's business)
Develop an Inclusive Excellence Progress Report

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023

Potential Measures
Identification of gaps, assets and potential linkages,
Increased involvement and representation across
campus, Increased buy-in and enthusiasm about D&I,
longevity and sustainability of D&I at Cal Poly
Aligned D&I goals across the university and visible in
every area of the university, greater impact by moving
forward key goals in a shorter amount of time, progress
reported on our Inclusive Excellence Progress Report
Annual progress monitoring and reporting, ability to
highlight the positive and target efforts in areas that
need improvement
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Goal 3B: Create an~ sustain a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive university community
that reflects the people of California.
Senior Sponsors: Jamie Patton, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs; Elena Morelos,
Director of Academic Employment; and Beth Gallagher, Associate Vice President of Human
Resources
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Conduct faculty and staff focus groups to identify areas
of support, challenges, and barriers, and use this
information to strengthen our retention strategies to
be consistent with the knowledge gained.
Emphasize diverse applicant pools by having candidate
lists reviewed by OUDI.

Develop strategies to engage and retain staff which
may include providing mentors, networking and
professional development opportunities.

Develop strategies to strengthen our pipeline of
faculty , staff and leadership with a demonstrated
commitment to diversity and inclusion.

Maintain close partnership with the Graduation
Initiative 2025 team.

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023

Potential Measures
Understanding of faculty and staff retention factors to
improve culture through sense of belonging,
engagement and retention (above group mean)
Emphasize diverse applicant pools; New hires
committed to diversity & inclusion; Positive experience
from applicants demonstrated through feedback; More
compelling diversity statements for recruitment will be
evident during OUDI review; Better assessment of
diversity & inclusion statements enhanced by training
Improved culture that fosters better sense of
belonging, engagement and lower turnover rates

Become members of Southern and Northern California
Higher Education Recruitment Consortium (HERC);
Better strategies for active recruitment using
networking and other means; Connecting with Ford
Foundation and other Postdoctoral Fellows Program to
identify potential faculty; Summer institute for
potential faculty hires; Active recruitment at
conferences; More associate/assistant deans for
diversity across university
Alignment and collaboration to achieve the Graduation
Initiative 2025 goals
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Goal 3C: Prepare all students for their future through an education that includes diversity
learning and reflects the principles of Inclusive Excellence.
Senior Sponsor: Bruno Giberti, Associate Vice Provost for Academic Programs and Planning
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures

Create multiple touchpoints in the co-curriculum,
including housing and orientation programs, which
foster an awareness of relevant issues, skills to navigate
differences (i.e., cultural competency), and a sense of
community
Infuse outcomes related to diversity and inclusion
throughout the GE curriculum
Create Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs)/Course
Learning Outcomes (CLOs) in every degree program to
assure that students learn about diversity & inclusion in
the disciplines and professions
Expand the Intergroup Dialogues (IGD) to reach a wider
range of students

Every student acquires the knowledge, skills, and values
to flourish in a diverse world and a global economy, as
described by the University Learning Outcomes and
Diversity Learning Outcomes, as well as by diversityand-inclusion-specific PLOsand CLOs; Lessonsrelating
to diversity and inclusion are well scaffolded across the
undergraduate curriculum and co-curriculum, including
General Education.

80% of students have an IGD experience and IGD
occurs in curricular and co-curricular areas; Students
who have had an IGD experience outperform
students who have not in demonstrated empathy,
communication skills, friendship network, etc.

Goal 3D: Further develop a campus climate that reflects the values of diversity, equity, and
inclusion, as well as free inquiry and mutual respect.
Senior Sponsor: Julie Garcia, Interim Associate Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures
--

Communicate clear expectation that everyone is
responsible for diversity work, campus-wide, and
should be recognized for such work at the individual
and unit level.

Develop strategies to assess more immediate campus
climate needs.

Create policies, programs and initiatives to enable a
university environment that facilitates respect,
belonging, and civility

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023

Opportunities to report in RPTfor faculty; Merit
evaluations forms have diversity and inclusion
components; Proposals to create courses related to
diversity, inclusion, and curriculum; A "diversity and
inclusion" scorecard that is evaluated by Chief Diversity
Officer annually.
Feedback via portal; Focus groups with students,
faculty, staff; Questionnaires; Exit Surveys; Relationship
building between students and administrators that do
not see students as often as faculty; New climate
survey that will lead to an action plan and scorecard in
Fall 2019.
Solidify time, place, manner policies; Create faculty
committee on diversity and inclusion through faculty
senate; Create staff and faculty Ombuds to mediate
and mitigate instances of bias; Create an environment
where everyone feels safe; Greater retention of
students, staff, and faculty; Greater productivity of staff
and faculty; More content and happy student, staff,
and faculty; Bias Incident Response Team would see
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Develop diversity and inclusion branding for university,
and integrate it into CP brand

+

less incidents of hate and bias; Fewer campus crisis;
Recruitment of diverse students, staff, and faculty
Greater retention of students, staff, and faculty;
Recruitment of diverse students, staff, and faculty; Bias
Incident Response Team would see less incidents of
hate and bias; More content and happy student, staff,
and faculty

Strategic Priority 4: Strengthen our Portfolio of Academic Programs
Executive Champion: Kathleen Enz Finken, Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Provost
Goal 4A: Make the General Education program a distinctive, mission-driven experience.
Senior Sponsor: Bruno Giberti, Associate Vice Provost for Academic Programs and Planning
and Gary Laver, Chair of the General Education Governance Board
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures

Infuse diversity and inclusion (D&I) throughout the GE
curriculum
Hardwire D&I outcomes into the GE curriculum
Revise, refocus, and rebrand United States Cultural
Pluralism (UCSP}requirement

Students have the knowledge, skills, and values to
thrive in a diverse world.

Help students to create more meaningful connections
in the GE curriculum
Develop thematic pathways and linked courses
Establish a GE e-portfolio along with a conscious
strategy of integrative learning
Ensure that GE prepares students for success in their
academic and professional lives
Develop a "Writing Across Cal Poly" program
Update GE templates to reflect Executive Order
(EO} 1100
Update GE area outcomes to reflect EO 1100 and a
current understanding of what students should
know and be able to do
Improve GE enrollment management practices
Create a more robust partnership between the GE
Governance Board, Academic Programs &
Planning, and the academic departments to assure
the educational effectiveness of GE areas and
courses
Champion Learn by Doing (LBD) in GE
Conscientiously infuse LBD in all GE areas

Students approach the GE curriculum with intention
and reflect on their varied experiences to create
greater meaning and deeper learning.

.-

•
•

•

•
•
•

Students choose to attend Cal Poly because of the
strength and distinctiveness of the GE program.
Students achieve the GE Program Learning Objectives
at expected levels.
Students are able to enroll in the GE courses that they
want and need.

•
•

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023

Students perceive GE as a robust locus for LBD that is
equivalent to their majors
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Goal 4B: Develop innovative and sustainable undergraduate degree programs that meet the
present and future needs of society and industry.
Senior Sponsors: Andy Thulin, Dean, College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental
Sciences and Brian Tietje, Vice Provost for International, Graduate and Extended Education
Potential Measures

Potential Initiatives and Tactics

-

Research new undergraduate interdisciplinary program
opportunities
Develop funding model to incentivize programmatic
innovation.
Establish working group to review Cal Poly's current
portfolio of programs and recommendations for new
programs, and to make recommendations to the
Dean's Council.

White paper that identifies and evaluates several new
interdisciplinary undergraduate program opportunities
Budget model that encourages programmatic
innovation, including both pruning and expansion.
Findings will be brought to
Dean's Council for recommendations about future
direction

Goal 4C: Pursue innovative and sustainable initiatives in graduate, post-baccalaureate, and
alternative academic programs that build on the university's mission and expertise.
Senior Sponsor: Rich Savage, Dean of Graduate Education
Potential Measures

Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Establish business model that clearly supports and
incentivizes excellence and growth in graduate
programs including support for student recruitment,
Teaching Assistants and Graduate Assistants.

Growth in enrollments with all programs achieving at
least 30 new admits and 30 degrees awarded each
academic year.

Develop a fitness report that identifies and tracks key
performance metrics for each graduate program and
get buy-in from graduate coordinators.

•

90% of graduates either secure employment or are
accepted in additional graduate education at the
time of graduation .
2-year graduation rates of >90%.
Graduate programs that achieve high performance
metrics during each program review.
No blended students that leave Cal Poly without a
bachelor's degree and 90% that complete both
their bachelor and master degrees.
Improved tracking and longitudinal data on progress to
degree.

•
•
•
Utilize integrated data-base that tracks students from
admission to graduation; including tracking progress to
degree completion with interactive dashboard.
Create faculty workload model that supports graduate
students and the Teacher Scholar Model,

•
•

STRATEGICPLAN 2018
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Increase in publications in peer review journals and
professional conference proceedings.
Faculty who can support thesis research and
integrate the outcomes into their undergraduate
curriculums. (lmmersive Learning)
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Goal 40: Address real-world problems, both local and global, through interdisciplinary and
international experiences, as well as, community and industry partnerships.
Senior Sponsor: Brian Tietje, Vice Provost for International, Graduate and Extended
Education
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Identify/compile existing classes, programs, projects,
centers, offices, and other activities and entities that
already operate on campus and are designed to
address real-world problems.
Identify and evaluate potential methods we could use
to compile, report, and publicize these activities more
broadly.

Introduce the concept of sponsored interdisciplinary
projects to the campus community for consideration
(drawing on exemplars such as College of Engineering's
industry-sponsored interdisciplinary projects)
Facilitate more interdisciplinary curricular and cocurricular experiences.

Potential Measures
A verifiable system is in place to confirm that every Cal
Poly undergraduate and graduate student engagesin at
least one real world application project during their Cal
Poly career
Information and news about student activities that are
addressing real-world problems would be
systematically and broadly collected and shared in a
manner that does not require additional effort or
formal coordination (e.g., #CPreal-world)
Policies, forms, processes, and funding mechanisms in
place that make it relatively easy for faculty and
students to help address real-world problems through
existingcurricular and co-curricular models
A higher number of available courses beginning in the
first year and continuing through the final year of study
that facilitate and encourage students and faculty to
work In interdisciplinary teams to tackle real-world
problems

♦ Strategic Priority 5: Create an Engaged, Vibrant, and Healthy Community for

Students
Executive Champion: Keith Humphrey, Vice President for Student Affairs
Goal SA: Develop an ethos of individual social responsibility in every campus community
member, with an emphasis on students.
Senior Sponsor: Jamie Patton, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Implement online and in-person diversity and inclusion
track for new Cal Poly students (First-year and transfer)
throughout orientation programming.

Potential Measures
•

•

•

STRATEGIC
PLAN2018 - 2023

Students will understand university expectations of
our core values of cultural and intellectual
diversity, mutual respect, civic engagement, and
social and environmental responsibility.
Students will have greater awareness,
understanding, and appreciation of cultural and
human differences to personal situations.
Students will develop an awareness of social
problems and actively engage in civic, political, and
community activities.
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Establish the Cultural Humility Workshop with specific
tracks for students, faculty, Student Affairs staff, and
other university employees .

•

•

•
Implement diversity and inclusion online and in-person
follow-up sessions for athletes, student leaders and
members of the Greek Life community.

•

•

Create a Foundational Equity and Inclusion Seminar for
Student Affairs Staff that can be shared with other
divisions and colleges.

•
•

•

Participants will deeply explore race and race
dynamics, social class, and systemic oppression.
Further, they will discuss how they each impact the
university experience and create recommendations
to improve our practice .
Participants will have the ability to demonstrate,
model, and champion our university core values.
Participants will identify strategies that will enable
them to serve as change agents to advance and
sustain a healthy campus climate.
Students will understand university expectations of
our core values of cultural and intellectual
diversity, mutual respect, civic engagement, and
social and environmental responsibility.
Students will have greater awareness,
understanding, and appreciation of cultural and
human differences to personal situations. They will
be aware of social problems and actively engage in
civic, political, and community activities.
Staff will develop and promote a respectful, wellinformed campus climate by creating or deepening
knowledge about various diversity-related themes.
Staff will increase their ability to effectively
connect with diverse student populations in new
ways.
Staff will be able to take information presented
and use it to develop their own programming, for
use in residence halls, departmental meetings, and
other student service-oriented settings .

Goal SB: Ensure that all students are engaging in effective, new opportunities outside of the
classroom, which serve as a foundation for a life-long relationship with Cal Poly.
Senior Sponsor: Kathleen McMahon, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean
of Students
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures
-

Expand programmatic offerings that engage underrepresented students, particularly in the first and
second years
Develop efforts that enhance school-spirit for
undergraduates and increase connections of alumni in
the first five years after graduation
Expand support tools for university staff and club
officers that include club management dashboards,
communication tools, training, and skill development.
Utilize technology to monitor student involvement to
ensure that a picture of an engaged student is
developed.

STRATEGICPLAN 2018

2023

Increased sense of belonging among underrepresented students, resulting in increased retention
and graduation rates
Increased alumni participation in programs and
activities (ex. Homecoming) and increased alumni
giving
Stronger club leadership and management, including
communications to members and alumni.
Ensuring that every student is engaged in a meaningful
way outside of class.
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Goal SC: Create the extracurricular facilities and co-curricular programs anchored in Learn
by Doing that create a vibrant residential campus community.
Senior Sponsor: Jo Campbell, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs and Executive
Director of University Housing
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures
- -

Expand the out-of-class facilityfootprint to include
enhanced student housing, cross-cultural, health and
wellbeing, and career and professional development
space
Improve the quality and variety of dining options
Increase the number of and satisfaction with events
that make on-campus experiences the focus for
student activity
Create a Greek Village for all social fraternities and
sororities

--

Additional student housing and appropriate support
spaces to sustain a residential campus

Student opinion of food quality changes and results in
more voluntary meal plan purchases
Increased attendance at on-campus events, reduction
in high-risk activity off campus
Safer, healthier, and more leadership focused Greek
organizations

Goal SD: Cultivate a campus environment that emphasizes all aspects of personal and
community wellbeing for students, faculty and staff.
Senior Sponsor: Tina Hadaway-Mellis, Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, Health
and Wellbeing
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Expand the offerings of the health center to include
satellite locations, wellbeing focused living-learning
communities, and mobile vaccination clinics. Create a
basic needs hub to address student needs around food,
housing, health and wellbeing
Explore the feasibility of providing specialty care clinics
to students, faculty and staff
Reduce harmful events related to substance abuse
through expanded bystander intervention
programming, outreach, and research
Expand the wellness ambassador concept to more
students, as well as faculty and staff
Continue to improve student engagement with the
greater San Luis Obispo and Central Coast community
through collaborating with community partners

STRATEGICPLAN 2018

2023

Potential Measures
-Increased usage of health center and reduction in wait
times for service

--

Increased quality of life for students, faculty, staff
Reduction in hospitalizations for alcohol poisonings,
sexual assaults, and violence on campus
Improved public health education efforts
Continued reduction in off-campus violations, noise
violations
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♦ Strategic Priority 6: Leverage Data and Technology to Support the

Institution's Mission
Executive Champion: Bill Britton, Vice President and Chief Information Officer
Goal 6A: Create a robust technological experience that enables engagement within and
beyond the borders of campus, connects people with university data and resources, and
provides a secure, stable and modern technological ecosystem.
Senior Sponsor: Alison Robinson, Associate Vice President for Information Technology
Services
Potential Measures

Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Focus on customer successthrough implementation of
Information Technology Service Management (ITSM)
Principles.

•

•
•

Enhance the cybersecurity profile of the campus by
using analytics, threat intelligence, and proactive
measures.

•

Ensure robust wired and wireless networks to enable
teaching, learning, living, research, and administration.

•

•

•
•
•

•
Modernize Identity and Access Management (1AM)
Program to enable efficient access to resources and
services.

Modernize administrative systems to foster student
success and enable collaboration across the campus.

•
•

•
•
•

Implement a cohesive campus website strategy that
provides a consistent look, feel, navigation and builds
the Cal Poly brand.

•
•

•
•
•

STRATEGICPLAN 2018 - 2023

---

Service Catalog-% of services listed
Improved service assistance process - service
survey
Transparent prioritization of project requests and
reporting project com pletion
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Standards-based measures
International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR)/Export Control environment established
Connectivity granted successfully, network
uptime, bandwidth consumption stats
Wi-Fi Saturation %
Firewall rearchitected and implemented
Network rearchitected and implemented
Rewire campus network
Successful automation of on-boarding and offboarding student and employees
Effective integrations of campus Identity and
Access Management and cloud services
Improve campus security profile
Develop with all affected administrative offices a
strategic plan for modernization efforts
Strategic Plan must be supported by Vision,
Priority, Pace decisions made by the cabinet and
enabled with funding
Fund Information Technol ogy Strategically
Official campus websites exist within new template
design
Unofficial sites relocated
Decommissioning of the Drupal7 web environment
Decommission of the Unix web environment
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Goal 6B: Build relationships locally, nationally and globally to showcase the power of
collaboration, support and advance the university's mission, and create alignment in the
vision, priority, and pace of campus initiatives regarding data and technology.
Senior Sponsor: Alison Robinson, Associate Vice President for Information Technology
Services
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Create a connected campus vision through the
implementation of a Customer Relationship
Management service that allows Cal Poly to better
serve the needs of their students, staff, alumni, and
donors .
Because of scalability, lower capital expenditure,
flexibility, ability to streamline processes, and increase
IT productivity, adopt "Cloud First" strategy for
technical infrastructure .

Establish an Information Technology Governance
structure that enables the vision, priority and pace of
campus Information technology efforts.
Through the California Cybersecurity Institute, educate
the next generation cyber workforce and provide
faculty and students with a new, hands-on research
and learning environment.
Connect public sector organizations with engaged
students and world-class technology expertise through
Digital Transformation Hub services.

Potential Measures
Stronger relationships with all members of the Cal Poly
community are developed.

•

Number of home-grown systems replaced by
cloud-based service providers
• 80% of campus data center services relocated
to Amazon Web Services
• Redundancy in network connectivity and
providers
• Robust bandwidth availability
Successful prioritization of projects.

•
•
•

Certification Courses Completed
# of courses taught
Number of Partnerships with Public & Private
entities

•
•

Number of completed challenges
Number of Institutions assisted in their AWS
efforts

Goal 6C: Enable student success by creating a digital environment that empowers learning,
teaching, and living at Cal Poly, while supporting engagement of future students and
alumni.
Senior Sponsors: Alison Robinson, Associate Vice President for Information Technology
Services; Dave Dobis, Chief Data Officer; and Patrick O'Sullivan, Director, Center for
Teaching, Learning, and Technology
'

Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures
-

Provide "Learn by Doing" Information Technology
experiences for students by developing a
comprehensive ITSStudent Employee Program.

STRATEGICPLAN 2018- 2023

•
•

-

Number of students that participate in
employment
Number of students that receive Information
Technology badges and/or certifications .
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•

Modernize academic systems to foster student success
and enable collaboration across the campus.

•
•
•
•

Enable Cal Poly's decision-making ability through a
university-wide approach to analytics, reporting, and
business intelligence .

•
•
•
•

Provide anywhere/anytime/any device accessto tools
and resources needed to be successful in teaching and
learning.

♦

Learning Management System that is cloudbased and enables efficient and effective
integration of additional services.
# of services integrated in to the Learning
Management System
Establishment of Data governance
Establishment of Data Dictionary
Modernization of data warehouse
Enterprise tools to facilitate analytics and
reporting
Virtualization of computer labs
Availability of software download tool
Develop a mobile strategy

Strategic Priority 7: SecureOur Future by Improving Finances,Facilities,and
Systems
Executive Champions: Cindy Villa, Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance and
Matthew Ewing, Vice President for Development
Goal 7A: Ensure the economic viability of the institution through a resilient and sustainable
business model, including public and private partnerships that enhance revenue.
Senior Sponsors: Victor Brancart, Associate Vice President for Administration and Finance
and Dru Zachmeyer, Assistant Vice President for Administration and Finance
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Continue development of robust campus budget
communication, management, monitoring and
reporting tools and processes. Create a multi-year
financial planning and forecasting process.

Potential Measures
•
•
•
•

•
Drive cost savings and efficiency measures across the
organization.

•

Documented, uniform campus budget processes
that are followed by campus community.
Implementation of budget training program for all
campus budget managers.
Publish comprehensive "budget book" on an
annual basis.
Implementation of electronic budget management
solutions to improve budget management ,
monitoring and reporting for campus budget
managers and leadership.
Develop a multi-year budget forecasting and
planning process.
Partner with campus units to achieve annual
procurement cost savings objectives ($3.Sm for FY

18/19)
•

STRATEGIC PLAN 2018
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Expand Administration and Finance (AF □)
"efficiency taskforce" concept into a campus-wide
program designed to involve employees across
campus in business innovation and continuous
improvement.
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Develop a robust public-private partnership program
that facilitates strategic partnerships with private and
public entities.

•

Augment AFD operations with technology solutions
that will facilitate more efficient and cost-effective
execution of functions including but not limited to
budget administration, facilities management,
procurement, contract management and travel
management.

•

Execution of one or more public-private
partnership projects including workforce housing
(underw.ay) and potentially student housing.
Revenue generated from public-private
partnership projects.
Execution of one or more donor directed or funded
developments.
Development of formalized approach, roles and
responsibilities among involved campus
units/personnel.
Donor satisfaction and increase in number and
magnitude of donor- involved projects .

•
Support institutional development efforts by providing
creative business solutions for donor-involved projects,
including donor funded and donor directed
development.

•

•
•

Goal 7B: Foster a robust culture of philanthropy that allows the university to generate
private gifts in support of institutional goals.
Senior Sponsor: Adam Jarman, Associate Vice President for Development
Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Complete the university's second comprehensive
campaign
Create lifelong engagement of various constituencies

Enhance communications efforts related to
philanthropy to better tell the story of its impact

Enhance the capacity of our deans, unit leaders, and
lead gift officers to ensure we are maximizing
fundraising potential

Sl"RATEGIC PLAN 2018 - 2023

Potential Measures
Surpass stated goals; Completed projects across
campus; Major gift pipeline to support a future
campaign
Robust "alumni and welcome center"; Implementation
of new campus-wide Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system; Increased engagement
programs that feed the philanthropic pipeline
Enhanced giving web site; Greater partnership with Cal
Poly Magazine to highlight stories of philanthropic
impact; Increased media coverage of stories of impact;
Increased messaging related to philanthropy targeted
at Cal Poly Alumni Association chapters
Increased philanthropic support of the university.
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Goal 7C: Develop facilities that promote a sense of pride and confidence in the campus
environment.
Senior Sponsor: Juanita Holler, Associate Vice President for Administration and Finance
Potential Measures

Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Create a comfortable, safe, and inviting campus
environment. Develop and Implement campus
standards that establish aesthetic and functional
parameters for future development of the campus .
Create and sustain a robust Preventive Maintenance
(PM) Program to enhance existing facilities . Expand and
mature current PM Program. Utilize Planon (Integrated
workplace management system software) capabilities
to set up and publish useful metrics to monitor
performance and assessfor future changes.
Complete the Campus Master Plan and Environmental
Impact Report which will serve as the framework for
campus growth in a thoughtful and coordinated
manner.
Complete the Campus Utility Master Plan so that the
campus can support future growth of students and
buildings by having adequate capacity for water,
wastewater, sewer, electrical, etc .

Improved campus signage, aesthetically pleasing and
innovative new buildings, enhanced pedestrian
circulation utilizing a comprehensive system of outdoor
connections . An improved living, learning and working
environment for faculty, staff and students.
Reduction in service calls from failed equipment.
Improved environmental conditions in classrooms,
offices, etc. Reduced maintenance costs and service
outages from critical equipment break-down repairs.
Reduction in backlog of deferred maintenance .
New governance structure to review and prioritize
campus projects. Improved 5-year Capital Planning
Processto incorporate master planning initiatives.
Orderly growth of student population in conjunction
with student related support facilities .
Utility resources will be available when expansion of
campus facilities is required. Secondary source of
water will be procured in advance of new construction
activities .

Goal 7D: Make the whole campus environment smart, resilient, and carbon neutral.
Senior Sponsor: Dennis Elliot, Director, Energy, Utilities and Sustainability
Potential Measures

Potential Initiatives and Tactics
Continue implementation of the campus Climate Action
Plan
Grow Cal Poly participation and leadership in the
Central Coast Climate Collaborative

•
•
•
•
•

•
Incorporate climate projects and initiatives in
curriculum, applied research, student orientation, and
Residential Life

•

•

•
•

STRATEGIC
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Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
Number of LEEDCertified buildings
Improved transportation survey results
Increased Central Coast Climate Collaborative
membership
Increased UC and CSUparticipation in Central
Coast Climate Collaborative
Number of Central Coast Climate Collaborative
projects, studies, reports completed
Number of tours and guest lectures
Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating
System (STARS)Gold Rating
Courses in the Sustainability Course Catalog
(SUSCAT)
Sustainability research and grant awards
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Goals 7E: Ensure transparency of operations through clear and frequent communications at
all levels.
Senior Sponsor: Jessica Darin, Associate Vice President and Chief of Staff to the President
Potential Initiatives and Tactics

Potential Measures

Form a working group of campus representatives to
meet to create a process- to approve, prioritize and
triage information to be shared with campus
community and public via C/P website/Twitter/Cal Poly
Report.

An easily accessible forum and means to find out
specific information - as well as a place for campus
community and the public to provide suggestions, input
and questions; as well as finding out about future
projects and plans. Stronger trust and support of long
range plans as well as greater understanding of
decisions will be established.
The campus community will all be on the same page
regarding the goals and initiatives ofthe Administration
and the CSUvia a user-friendly resource.

--

Add new specific areas to main Cal Poly web page
(individual tabs) where current and real-time
information will be posted and can be found: i.e.
Current building projects on campus
Administrative Initiatives
ASI Initiatives
Faculty Senate Initiatives
Union updates
CSU (budget information)
Emergency Services
Update and maintain all campus Organizational Charts
for divisions across campus with cross references and
clear lines of positional authority.

STllATEGIC PLAN 2018- 2023

-

- -

-

A user-friendly site where campus and public can
access information regarding what division to contact
regarding a specific need.
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2018-2023 Strategic Plan Implementation
The President's Cabinet will serve as the Steering Committee for the Strategic Plan and will
oversee all aspects of the development and implementation of the plan. This includes
prioritizing the implementation of goals, obtaining resources to achieve success,and making '
modifications to the plan as unforeseen conditions arise. Many goals will have natural overlap
in tactics, and this consistency and focus is positive. The Steering Committee will ensure that
where overlap exists, collaboration is occurring .
Each aspect of the plan will have an Executive Champion and a Senior Sponsor(s). Executive
Champions are members of the President's Cabinet who will assume responsibility for selecting
senior sponsors for the goals, establishing timelines for implementing the goals, and
determining the metrics of success for each goal.
Executive Champions, with the support of the Senior Sponsor(s) will also be required to report
on an annual basis the status of implementation and progress towards success metrics for each
goal under their responsibility, and the university will provide a comprehensive and transparent
update on the progress made under this plan.
Senior Sponsors are members of university leadership with expertise relevant to the goal and
are charged with creating cross-divisional/college implementation teams that do the work of
operationalizing the goal towards success, convening their teams, and making
recommendations to President's Cabinet or other appropriate group when obstacles prevent
achieving success or the context has shifted requiring a change in the goal.
Senior Sponsors report to the Executive Champion(s) for their goal and provide regular
reporting on the progress of the implementation team.

~TRATEGIC PLAN 2018 - 2023
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Category

I Subc:alogory

Iavailable
Points

] Credit Numbef' and TiUe

[ Appllc:ab'8 ta:

Requires

I

completion o1a

Minimum requirement

Inventory,
1separate
auessment or

Timeframe

... ,vey1

Institutional
Characteristica

1,c1

IMl:itutionalBoundary

Required PJIlnstltut:iol\$.

lnatitutionhas definedthe boundaryto be used for its STARS report

j 1c2

OperationalCharacterfatlca

Required All inatltulfons.
Reqlired All institutions.

ln11itutionhn current operationaldata (e.g. campus area, grou 1quare
foct/metrft of floor ■r■a, endowmentsize).
lnntution haa current demographicdata (e.g. FT£ enroUment,FTE
employees,numberof peoplaliving on-campus).

IC3

Academicsand Oemographlca

AC1

N;edemic Cotmes

14

AC2

Learning Outcomes

8

AC3

Ul'\CU!rgraduate
Program

3

Institutionconchtctsan irwentofy to idort'lfy its ,wtmnaality counJa
offeringa.
Institution'satudentagraduatefrom degree programsthat include
All Institutionsthat have degree programa. sustainabilityas a leamlng outcomeor include multiplesustainability
learning outcomes.
All lnttitutiont that have undergraduate
lnatitutionoffers at lee1t one SU3tainati!ity-tociaed, undergraduate-level
major., academic programe,or the
major, degree program,mlnor or concentrallon.
Al lnatiM!ons.

v..

Most recent data availablev.ithlnthe three years prior to
the anticipateddate of submission.
Current programatatus and offeringsa11 of the
antiQPiltoddate of subniuion .

equivalent

AC4

GraduateProgram

3

ACS

lmme11iveExperience

2

AJlinstitutiora that off11rat lent 25 ci&tinct
graduate programs.
PJJlll81itutionsthat offer immen1ive
educatl,~11~1
programs.

ACB

S\lltalnabllity Literacy AaseHment

4

Al Institutions.

2

Allins1itution&.

AC7

llnc&ntivas
for DevelopingCours~

ACB

ICampusas a Living laboratory

AC9

AC 10

I

IReeearchal"ldScholarehlp
ISupportfor Research

I

Institutionis utilizingits infrastructureand operationsfor multidisciplinary
student learning and applled researchthat contributeato understanding

4

I

12

Icoosidcuedin faculty an~Of ataff promotion
)ortenure decisions.

4

IAll lnetltutioM where researchis
Institution has propma to encourageand/or support sustainability
I consideredIn faculty and'or staff promotion
research.
or tenure decision&.

IAll ins'litutionawhere reuarc:h ia

I

campu■

Institution conductsan inventoryto Identifyits sustainabilityrnean:h
activitieaand imiaWe&.

2

EN1

Student Educators Program

4

EN2

Studeflt Orientation

2

All lnat!Mions that hold student orientation. ~~~c!nai~:::r:~'!n~bllity

I Studenture

2

.41tllftituti ons.

auslllinabitrtypragrM\I and lnltiatiVes.
lns1ttutionhas co-<:Urrtc\llar

IOutreachMaterialsand Publications

2

All institutions.

4

AUinstitutions.

Institutionproducesoutreach materialsand'or publicationsthat foster
&ustainsbilitylearning and knOIMedge.
Institutionholds at least one auetalnability-rolatcdoutreachcampaign
directed at students anG'oremployeesthatyields measurable,positive
rH'-'tB In advancingauatalnabillti,,.

'

Al institutions.

lnltibltion con<b:ts an aueument of campui, 1ustalnatitlityM\lre that
focusea on sustainability values, behaviorsand befiefs.

3

All institutions.

ln6titution aa1llnlstersOf overseftli llf1 ongoingfaculty/staff peer-to-peer
sustafnebilityoutreachand educationprogram.

Alllnstitutiona.

InstitutionC0\18/S
sustainabilitytopics in now employee orientationand/or in
outreach and guidancematerle.ladlatributedto new employee:s.

IENSOutreachCampaign
ENS
EN7
ENB

EN9

AIS8SSingSU&tllnabii ty Culture
EmployeeEducators Program
EmployeeOrientation

ls1attPn,1-

OevllOl)mont

EN 1O ICommunityPartnershipe

EN 11

IEN12

Ilntet-CampusCollaboration
ContinuingEducation

1

2

IA'lm,ti-....

l ==·:n~==,e~nat~~!i

I

3

j AII institutions.

Idetricts, governmentagencies.nonprofitorganiZa'tions.NGOs, bU&inesses

Yes

Most recent data availablewithin the three year1 prior to
the antidpeted date of submiuKJn.
Active programsanclpolicies, al\d Incentivesoffered
within the three years prior to the anticipateddate of
submission.
Current policies and programsas of the anticipateddate
of submission.
Current p,ogram status and offi,rings as of the
anticipateddated submission.
Activitiesfrom ttie most recentsemester(or equivalent),
the moet recent year, or the three yaansprior to the
anticipateddate of submiasion.
Cwrentty availableprogramsand eventsthat occurred
CM'ingthe one ye8f11prior to the anUcipateddate ot
subnw3ion.
Currentlyused outreachmate,illls and publicationsaa
of the anacipateddata of submiuion.
Moel recent campaign(s)for which data ill available
within tho three years prior lo the antidpated date of
subnission.

I

3

v..

Current program slatw and offeringsand training and
professioneJde'letopnent acttvttieethat occurredwithin
the ttvee yealB prior to the anticipateddate of
submission.
current partnershipsand'or partnershipsthat weri,
active during the three years prior to the anticipated
date or submisalon.

and/or other external entities,to work together to act.raneesustainability.
IAII inuUMiom.

5

All institutionsthat offer continuing
educationor communityeducation
programs.

Current memberahipstatus and oolabo<atioosthat were
adive during the three yeareprior to the anticipated
date fl submiuion .

lnetitutioncollabarateaWth other coleges and universitiesto support and
help W:td the campus aust.inabltity comnuiity .
Institutionoffers continuingeducationcoursesUlat ada'ess sustalnabiUty
anQl'orhas at least one austainability-themedcertificateprogram through Its
con!Jnulngeducationor extension department

CommunityService

5

PJIinatitutionslhat have undergraduate
students.

ParticlpaUon1nPvtlr!c Polk:y

2

All~ns.

2

All instltuttonsYA106e
logo is trademarked
lnwtitutionis a member of the Fair Labor Association(FLA) or the Worker
and appeara on apparel and that are
Rights Com.ortium(¼RC) .
eligible for FLA and/or WRC membership.

Mcistrecent data availablev.4thinthe three yeer.i prior to
the anticipatoddate of subniHion .
Current program status and offerlngl!S
as of the
anticipateddate at eubmisslon.
Activitie11
from the most recent 1, 2 or 3 years pfiorto
the anticipateddate of submiAlon.

ln111itu1ion
has one or more formal communitypartnership(&)with school

EN14

ITrademarkLicensing

Project9and Initiativescurrentlyin progressor
conductedv.tthlnthe three yeanJ·prior to the anticipated
date of aubmlsaion.

~~~u:':stitution.

EN13

EN 15

Ve,

prominentlyIn Its student orientation

I

Program ■ offered during the three years prior to the
anticipateddate of submission.
Moat recent data available'Mthinthe three yea11prior to
the anticipateddate ol submis&lon.

Programsor incemiv• offe1ed'M!Nn 1hethree yeaTl
prior to the nmicipateddate of submluion.

All inatitutionewhere researchts
ln1titution has a formaUyadopted open accesapolleythat ensures thot
consideredin faculty andfor staff promotion vel'llons of fl.Jturescholarlyarticles byfacultyand staff are depositedIn a
or tenure deciaiona.
de,igllated open acc8BIIrepository.
Ina~
cooninatea an ongoing peer-to-peer1ust.ainabitityoutreachand
All inatitutionathat hava sllJdenteervolled
education p,ogramfor studant:a(sometimesknowna1 an "Eco-Reps·
for credit
program).

Open Access to Research

[ EN 4

Yea

sustainabilitychallengesor adVancingsuatainatility on aimpus .

AC11

18l3

Public Engagement

st\/denl3.

Cun-et\t piOgi•m lltru. .,,0 off.,tnQI .. of CN
ontiOi:-ttd o.ata" •uum1ta1on

lnstitlrtlon NII an ongoing programthat offin Incentivesfor ,acuityIn
multiple diaciptinesOf departrnantl to develop newsus1ainabftitycourses
end/or incoiporate sua1alnabitityinto existing courses or departments.

I

(0

r-,.

IAll lnatitutionawhere students attend the
Iphyllcal campus.

Institutionoffe1'8at least one 1ustainablllty-focused,graduate-levelmajor,
deg,ce program,minor, concentrationor certificato.
Institutionoffers at least one immeraive,sustainability-toeused educational
atuctyprogram.
lnatiMion conducts 11.n
uaeasment of the auatainabllltyliteracy of its

Most recent data availablewithin 1hethree yea111prior to
the anticipateddate of aubmiaslon.
Most recent data availablewithin the three years prior to
the anticipateddate or subminion.
Most recent data availablewithin the three yeanJpr1orto
the ar.adpateddate of &Ubminlon.
Molt nteenl datB avllilalii, wthin tha three yaars prior to
the antidpalod date of subminion .

Yes

Moel recent data ava~ablefrom v.ithln the three ye111a
prior to the anticipateddated submissionand current
programatatus anclofferings.

lnalitt.rlionhas data on student engagementin communityservice.

Most recent annual dala availableduring the three
year. pi Of' to the anticipateddate ot submission.

ln■titulion

Effortsthat took paceduring the three years prior to the

advocatesfor ~le policies1lat support campus sustBmatility or
that otherMae act-/ancesuatalnability.

anticipated data of Sl.lbmissi.on.

Current participationstatus as of tho anticipateddate of
submis9lon.

I

Pursuing?

(Yes, Na, NIA)

Credit Number and Title

OP1

Ia~:~:s.

l GreenhouseGas Emi8Siona

10

,

j Appllcable to:

!Miinstitutions.

rl

,..,,.,a"te
Inventory, l nmetr.-me

I Minimum requirement

IOutdoor/lJr Quality

OP3

IB_uildingOperations and Maintenance

I

5

OP4

IBuilding Onign

I

3

OPS

IBlifditlgEner'1,'Consumption

I

• I

OP6

IClean and RenewableEnergy

I

4

I

6

I

2

I
I

OPO

IFood and Beverage Purchasing

ISusta!na~e Dining

OP9

LandscapeManagemont

OP10

Biodiver9ity

j generation, C) cetlllyzee the developmentor off.site clean and renlM.fllble

energy sourcea,or D) purchaaeathe environmentalattributes ot 11Jectrk:ity
In the fo,m of RECa, GO&, ,e.newableslectrk:ityfrom a certifled grean
power purchasingoption.
lnstit\Jtlonandfor its primary dining HNices contractorconducts 11,n
Inventoryto ldontifyfood and beverage purchases that have sustainability
attributes.

All instltutiont that have on-campustining

2

1-2

I

lseNiees operated by the institution or the
Institution'sprimary otHitll ccntractor
All lnsUtutlonsthat have on-campusdnlng
j aervioesoporated by the inalitutionor the
lnetitution's primary on-site contractor

ISustainableProcurement

OP ,2 ] 8ectronica Pu,chasing

OP13
OP14

I

I

Most recent data ava1la~ewthln the three years pnor to

the anticipeted date of submiseion.

Yes

I

3

[ All institutiorw.

I..,.;de,
2) employs Life Cycle CO&tAnalysis (LCCA) as a matter of policy and

I

1

IAllinstiMions.

I

1

Office Paper Purchasing

,

>Jl institutio11t.

AJIinstitution,.

OP15

Campus Fleet

1

Allinstitulionathat have a motorized

OP18

student Comm.rteModal Split

2

AUinstitutions where studentll attel'ldthe
phyalcaacampua.

OP17

EmployeeCommute Modal Split

2

Alt in1titutione.

OP18

Support for Suatainable Tramportalion

2

All institvtions.

I

8

IAII institutions.

OP 20

IConstructionand DemolitionWa&teotvefSkln I

1

Iconstrudion, renewalon aM'or demolition

OP 21

IHazardousWaste Management

I

,

II.Allinstitution,.

OP 22

IVwter Use

I

4-8

I Alt institutions.

OP 23

IRainwaterManagement

I

2

IAl inBtitliiom .

vehidefleat

practicewhen evaluating energy and water using products,aygtemsand
building components,or 3) has published sustainabilit/ criteria to be applied
when evaluating productsand :service&.
Institutionpurdlosas EPEAT rews,teredproduc:tefor desktop and
notebookAaptopcomput:8111
, displays,thin dlents, tableb/alates, t1tlaviaions
and imaging equipment

Yes

I

Current programsand the m01t recent aaaHSment(s)
completedor updated withln the five years prior to the
anticipateddate of submission.

JCurrent polides and prac'llcesas of the anticipated date
of submission.

Most recem data aval able a, ol the anticipated date at
submission.
Most recent data availableas of the anticipateddate of
submission.
Most re081lt dala available 88 of the anllcipaled date of
submission.
Moat recent data availablees of the anticipateddate of
submission.
Yes

Mo!lt recent data available d\ll'lngthe three yeart prior
to the anticipated date of aubC'n)8aion
.

Yes

Moat recent data available during th& three years prior
to the anticipateddate of submission.
Current programs, practicesand plana as of the
anticipateddate of submisskln.

Institutionhas data on the weight of m!literialsreeyded, composted,
dOnatedlre-sold
, and cispoaedin a landfill or incinerator, and numberaof
cempll!I users.

Most recent cla.taavailable from the 1hree years prior to
the anticipateddata of aubfJ1t8Sion
and data rrom a
baselineyeOJ.

lnstit\ltion has dverted non-hazardousconstructionand damolitionwaate
from the landfill an~or incinerator.

Molt recent data availablefor a one-year period 'Nithin
the three years prtorto the anticipated date of
aubnisslon.

IAJIinslituticns tl'lat hl;l'f'econducteda major

Iproject
in the ltl ree yeara prior to !he
antic:ipataddate ol 1ubmlasion.

Current programsand practicesas of the anticipated
date of aubmasion.

Institution's main deaning or housekeepingdepartmentand/or contractor
purchaseadeaning and janitorlal paper productsthat are certiflodto meet
multi-criteria sustalnat:ffltystandard&.
ln&litutionpurcha&e9office paper 'Mth post-consumer recydad, agriwtural
relldue, ancfor Forost Stewardship Council (FSC) certified content
Institution11upports
alternativefuol and power technologyby indudng In its
motorizedfleet vehicles that are hybrid,eledric and/or !llternativelytueled.
lnatitution Cfflducta a auNey to gatherdata about sb.tdentcommuting
behaviOf
.
lnatilution conduetl a suNey to gather data about employee commuting
behavior.
lnatitution haa Implementedstrategies to encour11ge
more sustainable
modea of tram;pottationand reduce the impact of student and employee
convnuting.

M081recent data availablev.tthin the three yea~ prior to
the anticipateddate of submlaaion.
Current policies or pognama 1111ol lhe anticipat&ddate
of submiqjon .

Institution'sgrounds include areas that are managed under 1) 11r1Integrated
!='oatMan~ment (1PM}program and/or 2) a sust.ainablelandscape
All institution• with managed ground$
comprisingone or more pereent of the total managementprogramthet ha. eliminated the uae d Inorganicfertilizet11
area of the campus.
and chemlcal pesticides, fungiadea and herbk:idesin favor or ecolOQ
ically
prefer~e mator1alsi
.
Institution conductsan assessmentto Identifyendangeredand vulnerable
All institutions'tMthmanagedgrounds
comprisingone or mere percent of the total epecies and/or environmentallyaeMltive areas on institution owned or
area of the campus.
managed land.

aeaning and Janitorial Purchasing

OP 19 ]\11/aste
Minimization and Oive~on

Moatrecent data avaJlatxefrom the three yeani p101to
the anticipateddate or eubn\is$ionand dKta ftom a
baalllina year.

lrutitution'a 6ning sorvtces have programsand initiativM t.o suppon
suatainablefood systems and minimize food waste.

Institution 1) haa written polcia , guidelines or drectives that seek to
support auateinablepurchasingac«l6Scommo<ilYcategoriesin11itution-

OP 11

Current certificationstatus of buildings es or the
anticipeteddate of aubmlssion.

°'

I

.....
.....

Current certiffcationstatus of buildings as of the
anticipateddate of submla,ion.

°'

InstitutionA) generates electrldty from dean and renewableenergysources
on camP1,111,
B) uses renewable sources.for non-electric,on-11iteenergy

IAll inatiMiona.

the anticipateddale of aubmiulon and data from a

baselineyear.
Current prog,ama, polici8 ■ end practicesend
lrwentorieeof annual e"'Aions completed or updated
v.rthinthe three yeara prior to the anticipateddate of
sllbmission.

inatitutiont.

j~

OP7

Yes

lndudes, at minimum, Scope 1 and Seope 2 GHG emfnions.

Institution has 1) adopted policiiosor guidalineeta Improve outdoor air
quality and minJmizeair pollutant emissionsfr001mobiJ8sources on campus
an~OI'2) completadan inventory of significant air enwsioM from sbltionBI)'
IOUl'C98on campus.
All institutionsthat have oeeupledbwlding lnaliMion owns and operate$bullclngethat are 1) certified under a green
space that la eligiblefor cettiffcationunder building rating 1y1temror exlslfng buildings (e.g. LEED O+M) or 2) operated
a green buildng rating systemtor existing and maintainedIn accordancewith formally adopted sustainableoperations
and maintenance;uidellnea and poClcies.
1builclnga.
instttulionathat have newconstrudfon /Mtttution ownsbt.ikings that were conalrud:ed underwentmajor
and renova!Jonprojects comJ:feted
IMINn renovat:onsin tt,e previous live years and are 1I certified under a green
llhe previouatrv• yeara that are eligiblefor buildng rating systemfor new oonatructionand major renovations(e.g.
1certificationunder a grean bulldog rating LEED BD+C) or 2) designed and built in accordanoa'Mth formally adopted
1
system
ror new construction.
green bufldng guidelines and polldes.
lnslituticn haa dal21on grid-purd\ased electrlciiy, el&ctridty from on-eita
renewatiBS,diltrict steam/hot water, energy from all other sources
Al inotit\rtioos
.
(excludng transportationfueta), and gross aquarafeet/metreaof floor area.

OP2

and Construction

Moat recent data avaiable from the thle&years prior to

IInstitution has condLICleda greenhousegas (GHG} emissionsinventory that

ln$litutlon haa atretllgies in place to 1) safely dispose of all hazardous,
apeciel (e.g. coal ash), universal,.sndnon-regulatedchemicalwaste and
minimize the preaenceof theae materials on campt.1s
; and/or 2) recycle,
relMB, ano'ar refurtlish etectrorucwaste.
lnatilution has data on potablewater usa, total water U6e (p:,ta~e and nonI p:,table),numbersof campiJswers , gross square feet/metre&of floor area,
l and area ofvegotated grounds.
( Institution u1esgreen infrastructureand low impact developml!!lnt(LID)
lpracticaslo help mitigate ttormwater run-ofl'impac:tBand treat rainwater as
a ,esourca rather than as a waste product

Current programsaa of the anticipateddate or
submissicn.
t,t,:,st reoentdala av01la~efrom the tnree years prior to
the anticipateddate of submisaionand data from a
baselineyear.

Current policies, plans, and/or strategies as ol the
andcipateddate of subrrission.

I

Pursuing?

• (Vas, No, NIA)

Category

ISubcategory

COOl'dnation& Planning

Credit Number and TIU.

.':~~ IApplicable

Requlru
completion of a

to:

PA1

Sustainability Coordination

All in11tituliona

PA2

SU&talnabilityPlanning

All institutions.

PA3

Paftidpatory GoV9fflance

N.inetituocra.

PA4

IDiversity andEquity Coordination

AJIinatitutions.

Innovation

Currentpracticesand statueand pal1icipationduringthe
three yeare prior to the anticlpo.toddate of submisoion.
Masi recent asessment(s) conducted or updated
during the three veBnl prier to the anticipateddate of
subnission.

PA8

Support far Underrepr98entedGroups

Allir\Stitutions.

Institutionhas policiea, programsor lnitiativ81tD supportLlndaneprMented
~
ifOUpl and foster a moredive'" and lnctuslvocampus oommun

Current p(Ogramofferingsand statusaa ct the
antlci~ted date of submission.

Institution 1) has policies and programsin place to make it accoaslbloand
affordableto low-incomest:udentaand'or to support non-tradition.ii
students; andfor 2) is able to documentits aec:essibllltyand afford.ibilityto
low-Incomestudenta.
lnattution haa a formally e.-tabiiahedand a«;tivaconvnittee on invOltar
responsibility(CIR) or lim Mar body that make&recommendationsto fund
docialon-makeraon socien~and anvironmentallyresponsiblelnvestrnent
opportunitiesacross asset daaaes, induding proxy voting (if the institution
engages In proxy voting}.
Institutionand/or its syetem, foundationer managementcompanymakes
positive sustainabilitylnvesunontsand'or haa investor engagementpollcles

Current programs, policies, and practicesand the most
recent data availablewithin the three years prior to the
anticlpaled date of submission.

IAffordabir11y
and Acee.a

All lnatitl.ltions,

PAB

Committeeon lnvostor Ri,sponsibility

A.'1lmilitutionswith endowment-aof US $1
million or larger.

PAS

SuatainableInvestment

AJllnetitutionawith endowmentsof US $1
mill on or larger.

and~

Ye,

Cw rent committeecompositionand practicesas of tho
anticipateddate of submission.

Current policies and actions taken 'Mthinthe thrae yeani
prior to the anticipateddate of oubmission.

.

PA10

InvestmentDiaclosure

PJIffltulk>M that have aninvaatment

lnattution makes a snapehot of its investmentholdingsavaiatje to tha
pu~ic.

PA11

Employee Compensation

All institutions.

Institution has data on the hour1ywagas and total campensationprovidedto
its employee&,

AJIInstitutions.

lnetitutlonconci.Jctaa survey or other evaluationthat allowsfor anon~meus
feedb"ck te measure smployeesatisfactionand engagement

Currenl p1ogramstatus and offerings as ct the
anticipateddale of submission.

poot

Wellbeing&Work

Exemplary Practice

Current polIdea and procedtK01o
as of the arwcipated
date of submission.

Institution has engaged In a structured assee1mentprocesato improve
dvef'Bity, equity, and lndUslOIIon campus.

IPA 12 (A&lessing Employee satisfaction

I

lnetitution has formally ador'ed plans that Include measurablesustainability
oblectives,
(i.
Institution hu adopted 1) a framework for ongaglnginternal stakehOlder11
for
e. atu<m!IB. staff. faculty)In QO\lemance;andlor2) a frame'M>rk
in the
engagingextemalstakellolders(i.e. local communitymember.1)
in1titution'11
governance,strategy and opeJa'liont.
Institution 1) has a civersity and equity committee,office and/or officer
and/or 2) makes cultural competence and diversity trainings and adivitie!
available.

AIIJRllitllti<>M.

ln\lestment & Finance

"

Current sustainabilitycommiUeacompomtianand
practices, office status, andfor officer pcaition 11tatu1as
of the anticipateddate of submlseion.
Current ond formally adopted pl11n{s)as af the
anticipateddate of sublnGSion.

Assea&ingDtvnr, ond Equity

PA7

I

asseument or
Institution has at leas1one austainabili1ycommittee,office, an~or officer
tasked by the admlriatration or governing bod/to advise on and Implement
~~es and program&related to sl.lGtainability
on cam~.

ITlmeframa

.......

separate Inventory,

PAS
Diva,sity&Affordabil fty

a:,

Minimum requirement

Yea

Current hddng$ (i.e. mOlt recent anapahotavailable)
as of the anticipateddate of submlasion.
Current compensationetalus and offeringsas of the
anticipateddate of !ubmiSBien.
Moat recent evaluationconducted during the throe
years prior lo the anticipateddate of submissionand
currentpol!c:ieaand practices.

PA13

VvollnessProgram

All i"'1ituliol'lft.

lnsutution has a weSlnessandlor employee aselatanceprogramlhat makes
available counseling, referral, and wen
being services to au students,staff,
andfor faculty members.

PA14

Workplace Health and Safety

All inetitutions.

lnlltitf.ltionhas data on wotkplaoe injuries and occupationaldiseasecases
and full-time equivalent (FTE) employeoe.

Most recent data availablefrom the three yeara prior to
the anticipateddate of submis.slonand data from a
baseline year.

Soothe catslogof fMJilabltJctadl&.

Current prC1grama
as orthe anticipateddate cf
subfmsion .

Institutionhas one or more new, extraordinary,unique,groundbl"eakir.g,
or
uncommonoutwmes, policie1, or practicsathat addresssustalnabHlty
c:hallengesand are not covered by an existing ctedt or exemplarypractice
option.

Innovative practices,policies, programs,or ol.4comes
that are ongoing or occurredwithin the three yea~ prior
lo the anticipateddate of submission.

'4il22 :2!1aim~11ul2i1a1!
Four credits availab/6

o.seach IOpoorn,1
1 each IOpttonal

Pursuing?
(Yes, No, NIA)

